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This thesis extends the semi-automatic grammar induction framework pre-
viously proposed in [47]. The grammar contains both semantic and phrasal 
categories, which are automatically extracted from unannotated corpora in 
a restricted domain. Our approach can be seeded with pre-specified seman-
tic categories to expedite the learning process and the resulting grammar 
can be hand-edited easily for refinement. Our work aims to reduce the de-
mand for manual effort on the extensive handcrafting and heuristics design 
in defining a grammar. We investigate the use of Information Gain (IG) 
in place of Mutual Information (MI) to capture desired phrasal categories 
at earlier stages in the grammar induction process. We also investigate to 
adopt Manhattan-norm (MN) distance and Gini Index (GI) to alleviate the 
sparse data problem in the computation of Kullback-Liebler (KL) distance. 
We further our improvements on the grammar induction framework by lever-
aging information that contains meaningful natural language structures. To 
facilitate the process of grammar evaluation, we explore a stopping crite-
rion to automatically terminate the iterative grammar induction algorithm 
for grammar output. We define the stopping criterion to be where relative 
increment in grammar coverage scants 1%. Experiments with the ATIS-3 
i 
(Air Travel Information Service) corpus showed that our enhancements on 
grammar induction acquired positive results in precision and recall values 
as well as better performance in natural language understanding. We have 
demonstrated the potential use of our semi-automatic grammars on the task 
of machine translation. The example-based bidirectional machine translation 
system is based on the framework previously proposed in [48]. We investi-
gate an enhanced alignment scheme to filter example templates that miss 
important semantic concepts. We also develop a grammar checker to correct 
syntactic errors in the translation outputs. These two enhancements gave 




本 論 文 主 要 延 伸 現 有 一 種 半 自 動 化 的 文 法 歸 納 法 [ 4 7 ] 。 歸 納 出 來 的 
文 法 同 時 包 含 著 語 意 及 片 語 形 式 的 類 別 ， 這 些 結 構 都 是 從 限 定 論 域 
裡 未 被 標 往 的 自 然 語 言 的 訓 練 語 料 庫 中 抽 取 。 這 種 方 法 可 以 預 先 加 
入 指 定 的 語 義 類 別 以 加 速 文 法 的 形 成 ， 而 所 得 的 文 法 易 於 被 人 工 修 
訂 以 致 更 爲 精 煉 。 這 歸 納 法 是 爲 了 減 輕 一 般 人 在 建 立 文 法 時 對 大 量 
人 工 的 編 寫 及 啓 發 式 設 計 的 依 賴 。 我 們 探 討 在 文 法 歸 納 過 程 中 使 用 
信息增益(Information Gain)來代替互信息(Mutual Information)可以在更 
早 的 階 段 獲 得 所 需 的 片 語 形 式 的 類 別 。 此 外 我 們 提 議 採 用 曼 克 頓 標 
準(Manhattan-norm)距離及(Gini Index)吉尼系數來緩和在計算(Kullback-








是以從前發展的構架 [ 4 8 ]爲基礎。我們發展出一種改良計算例子範本的 
iii 
方 法 來 過 爐 一 些 缺 少 重 要 語 義 類 別 的 例 子 範 本 。 我 們 也 發 展 了 一個文 
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With the rapid growth of the World Wide Web (WWW), many different on-
line applications and services are developed to re-engineer the whole process 
of human operation such as e-shopping, e-learning and e-payment, etc. It be-
comes very common and convenient for people to interact with the computers 
in order to enjoy the resources shared in the Internet. As a result, a flexi-
ble and intelligent communication between human and computers inevitably 
becomes a critical component. We believe that natural language (NL) is one 
of the most natural and flexible human-computer interface because it is the 
most intuitive form of communication for most people. 
Natural language understanding (NLU) technology is essential to under-
stand the meaning of natural language input so that human can interact with 
computers dynamically. For instance, NLU can be applied as the front end to 
a search engine so that the user is simply required to ask verbal questions to 
perform sophisticated searches. Such a human-computer interface requires 
minimum human effort to learn, and the information retrieval technology 
1 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
becomes accessible to everyone. Common NLU technologies are applied to 
many applications such as machine translation, information retrieval, text 
mining and text summarization. However, additional domain knowledge is 
always required in order to extract meaningful information. Furthermore, the 
highly ambiguous nature of natural language often forms a major difficulty 
in the development of natural language understanding systems. 
NLU involves the extraction of keywords or key phrases from the user's 
query, and the identification of the informational goal(s) from the query's se-
mantics. The common practice in NLU to acquire the semantics is to parse 
the utterances with a grammar [4, 24]. The conventional approach involves a 
grammarian writing grammar rules to cover natural language queries falling 
within the scope of the application domain. The key concepts are captured 
and the informational goal is acquired by direct mapping according to the 
handcrafted grammar rules. Obviously, the task of handcrafting grammars 
requires substantial amount of time and expertise [47]. Moreover, this ap-
proach is inflexible for portability and scalability to alternative, more com-
plex application domains [41]. In addition, there is no direct control that the 
written grammar will model the target language well, especially for conver-
sational spoken queries. 
An alternative approach is to automatically capture semantic or phrasal 
structures by corpus-based techniques. Corpus-based techniques have been 
actively applied because the grammar learnt by using this data-driven ap-
proach can model real data closely. These techniques have been applied to 
various automatic grammar induction algorithms to capture phrases with 
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similar meaning in semantics [2, 23]. In the grammar learning process, key 
phrases are automatically extracted from the training data and subsequently 
applied to deduce the user's intention. However, large amount of annotated 
corpora are always required in these approaches. 
1.1 Objectives 
In order to reduce the effort on handcrafting grammars in the development 
of domain-specific natural language understanding systems, we investigate 
the use of machine learning techniques to capture language structures au-
tomatically. We attempt to extend the grammar acquisition framework [47 
that automatically induces semantic and phrasal categories from unanno-
tated corpora using iterative clustering techniques. Our approach is inspired 
by previous work on statistical language modeling [33], and our motivation 
is similar to the efforts in semi-automatic language model acquisition for 
speech recognition [1]. This thesis investigates some possible aspects of the 
grammar induction algorithm that need improvements: 
1. The grammar induction algorithm performs iterative clustering. There-
fore, we have to evaluate the induced grammar at each iteration to ac-
quire a resultant grammar. Previously, this procedure is done manually. 
However, evaluation based on human judgment is too labor intensive 
and time-consuming. We wish to develop a stopping criterion so that 
the induced grammars with reasonable coverage of the training corpus 
and satisfactory performance in NLU can be obtained automatically. 
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2. The clustering algorithm tends to capture the phrases with high fre-
quency counts in earlier iterations than those phrases with few fre-
quency counts. However, some meaningful phrases with few frequency 
counts may not be captured in early iterations. We try to investigate 
the use of another dependency measure in order to capture key phrases 
earlier. 
3. Some similar words (or clusters) with a few different adjacent entities 
may not be captured early in the clustering process because the measure 
for computing the distance between words is dominated by infrequent 
words with very low probabilities. We intend to explore other distance 
measures to alleviate the influence by the sparse data. 
4. We wish to develop an enhanced approach to improve the quality of the 
induced grammar by leveraging the information that contains meaning-
ful natural language structures. 
In order to evaluate the quality of the grammars obtained from our semi-
automatic grammar induction algorithm, we attempt to extend the frame-
work of the bidirectional machine translation system proposed in [48]. Our 
approach towards machine translation is based on the example templates 
obtained from the parallel training corpora in two languages. This thesis 
explores two aspects of machine translation that need enhancements: 
1. The translation performance may be directly affected by selecting ex-
ample templates that miss important semantic concepts. We try to 
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propose an enhanced method to filter those example templates that 
may produce poor translations. 
2. The translation outputs may contain syntactic errors due to the random 
selection of terminals for the same concept. We attempt to develop a 
grammar checker to correct the syntactic errors so that the quality of 
the translation outputs can be improved. 
1.2 Thesis Outline 
The thesis outline is as follows: Chapter 2 introduces some previous studies 
in tackling the problems in natural language understanding. Chapter 3 de-
scribes some background in grammar induction and introduces our baseline 
semi-automatic grammar induction framework previously developed in [47 . 
Chapter 4 presents the enhanced approach for the semi-automatic gram-
mar induction algorithm. Chapter 5 describes some previous work in ma-
chine translation and demonstrates the use of our semi-automatically induced 
grammars in the bidirectional machine translation with extrinsic evaluation 
of the quality of the grammars. Chapter 6 explains the enhanced approach 
for the bidirectional machine translation system. Conclusions and future 
work are provided in Chapter 7. 
5 
Chapter 2 
Background in Natural 
Language Understanding 
Natural language understanding (NLU) is an active research area because it 
is one of the core technologies in the development of spoken language sys-
tems (SLS). Many different enquiry systems have applied this technology 
in limited domains such as Philips Automatic Train Timetable Information 
System [16], which is capable of communicating with the user over a tele-
phone. JUPITER [56] is developed as a telephone-based conversational in-
terface for weather information, and the Berkeley Restaurant Project (seRP) 
is implemented as a restaurant guide [27]. Most of these applications are 
developed as question-answering systems to handle the dialog context of a 
human-computer conversation. These examples show that NLU technology 
is applicable to real conversational systems, primarily for restricted domains. 
In the following parts of this chapter, we will describe two main approaches 
in NLU — one is rule-based, the other is corpus-based. Based on these NLU 
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approaches, many spoken language systems have been implemented on the 
task of Air Travel Information Service (AXIS). We will also introduce some 
background of this well-known domain. 
2.1 Rule-based Approaches 
Traditional rule-based approach is to encode a grammar [4，24] to extract the 
corresponding meaning representation from the corpus. A grammar is a set of 
rules defining the structures of the domain. In fact, a grammar covers various 
forms of knowledge such as syntax, semantics, pragmatic and morphological, 
relating to natural language understanding. Conventionally, the grammar 
is handcrafted by a grammarian or a domain expert. The syntactic and 
semantic structures of a sentence are analyzed by using parsing tool such as 
the Chart parser [27, 12] and the GLR parser [28]. However, spoken language 
is often agrammatical and contains fragments, disfluencies and partial words 
53]. To handle the difficulties in spoken languages, several robust matching 
techniques have been applied. Robust parsing attempts to find the words 
that can help to identify certain concepts, without attempting every word in 
a full sentence-level parse. For instance, the CMU Phoenix System [24] made 
use of top-down recursive transition networks to encode semantic grammars. 
Alternatively, the template matcher (TM) [25] looked for the template with 
the highest score to produce the semantic representation. 
However, the task of handcrafting grammars requires substantial amount 
of time and expertise [47]. Also, it may be difficult to write a set of rules 
to encapsulate semantics, syntactics and pragmatics together even only for 
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the development of a domain-specific application. In addition, it may require 
significant effort to achieve portability across domains or languages due to 
the extensive handcrafting in the design of the grammar. 
2.2 Corpus-based Approaches 
An alternative approach in NLU is to automatically capture semantic or 
phrasal structures by corpus-based techniques. Generally, there are two 
streams in this approach 一 one is stochastic, while the other is phrase-spotting. 
2.2.1 Stochastic Approaches 
Stochastic approach generally involves applying machine learning techniques 
to decode semantics from training data. The correspondences between se-
mantic labels and the equivalent words are learned automatically from man-
ually annotated corpora. This decoding process is based on searching the 
meaning M for the corresponding word sequence W of maximization a poste-
riori (MAP) for P{M\W). Thus, the most likely meaning can be determined 
directly from the spoken or written word sequence. 
Stochastic approaches have been actively applied in various systems. For 
example, the A T & T - C H R O N U S system [42] learnt semantic concepts from 
training data by modeling the word sequences with Hidden Markov Models 
(HMMs), with the words being the observations and the concepts being the 
states. The B B N - H U M system [45] combined the semantic language model 
that produces meaning expressions, with the lexical realization model that 
8 
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generates words for a given meaning. This generative approach involved 
the use of semantic graphs as the meaning representation to construct a 
stochastic context-free grammar. Another statistical approach based on the 
source-channel factorization [17] was used to transform natural language into 
unambiguous formal language expressions to acquire the semantics. 
Compared with traditional handcrafted grammars, grammars obtained 
from these stochastic approaches can model real data more closely as they 
are learnt directly from training data. Moreover, the portability across ap-
plication domains and languages for stochastic approaches were studied in 
35]. These approaches are claimed to be flexible provided that sufficient 
annotated training data specific to the application and language are avail-
able. The two drawbacks of these stochastic approaches are that the manual 
annotation is expensive and the availability of large amounts of training data 
is not always guaranteed. 
2.2.2 Phrase-spotting Approaches 
The phrase-spotting technique is applied to capture phrases with similar 
meaning in semantics. Also, the key-phrases that are both meaningful for 
the task and highly associated with system actions are extracted to repre-
sent the u.^ er's intention. For the call-routing task in "How may I help you?" 
(HMIHY) [2, 23], salient grammar fragments are automatically extracted 
from corpora using the Kullback-Liebler distance measure and a significant 
test. Subsequently, the call-type is classified by computing and maximiz-
ing the association probabilities between the grammar fragments and differ-
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ent call-types. The destination for call-routing is then determined from the 
caller's communicative goal. An alternative approach makes use of a vector-
based information retrieval technique [9] to identify the routing destination. 
The problem is formulated as a document classification problem to identify 
a single topic for every input query. In [55], the extracted concept sequences 
with the same intention are trained to form a finite state network (FSN) for 
the use of intention classification in telephone directory services. 
2.3 The ATIS Domain 
ATIS is a common task in the ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency) 
Speech and Language Program in the USA. The database is based on the 
Official Airline Guide (OAG) for airlines operating in North America and 
Canada. This real task domain provides useful data for the development of 
spoken language systems. 
Our experimental corpus is based on the ATIS-3 Class A sentences. The 
disjoint training and test sets consist of 1564, 448 (1993 test) and 444 (1994 
test) transcribed utterances respectively (see Table 2.1). Class A sentences 
refer to the queries whose interpretation is independent of the dialog context. 
— 1993 Training 1993 Test 1994 Test 
Transcribed Utterances 1564 448 444 
Table 2.1: Number of natural language queries in the ATIS-3 (Air Travel 
Information Service) corpora. 
Each utterance is accompanied by its corresponding SQL query for database 
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retrieval, an example is shown in Table 2.2. 
Utterance: 
is there a flight around three p m from charlotte to minneapolis 
Simplified SQL: 
Select FLIGHT—ID from ORIGIN, D E S T I N A T I O N 
where ORIGIN .CITY-NAME 二 “charlotte” 
and DESTINATION.CITY-NAME 二 "miiineapolis，， 
and DEPARTURE一TIME 二 "around three pm"丄 
Table 2.2: An ATIS utterance with its SQL query. 
2.3.1 Chinese Corpus Preparation 
In this thesis, we would consider both English and Chinese based on the 
ATIS domain. We have translated the utterance from the English corpus 
into Chinese to obtain parallel training and test sets. Translators were asked 
to read an English ATIS query, and express the meaning with expressions 
typical of conversational Cantonese. Hence, we produced a parallel Chinese 
ATIS corpus based on the English ATIS sentences. Examples of translations 
are shown in Table 2.3. 
The translated Chinese sentences shown in Table 2.3 consist of a se-
quence of Chinese characters. A Chinese word may consist of one to several 
characters, with no delimiters to indicate the word boundaries. Since our 
NLU framework is developed based on the word unit, we need to pre-process 
our Chinese sentences by inserting delimiting spaces at the word bound-
1 "around three p m " is mapped to 14:30 - 15:30 
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aries. This tokenization step is achieved by a forward maximum matching 
algorithm, using a large vocabulary Chinese lexicon, CULEX [14].2 The to-
kenized Chinese sentences are shown in Table 2.3, where a space is used to 
delimit adjacent words. 
Example 1 
English: "show me all the flights from charlotte to Cleveland" 
Chinese: “話我知所有由夏洛特飛去克里夫蘭既航機” 
(translated) 
Chinese: “ 話 我 知 所 有 由 夏 洛 特 飛 去 克 里 夫 蘭 既 航 機 ” 
(tokenized) 
Example 2 
English: "please list the cheapest flights from dallas to baltimore 
arriving on may seventh" 
Chinese: “請列出係五月七號由達拉斯飛到巴的摩爾最平既航機” 
(translated) 
Chinese: “ 請 列 出 係 五 月 七 號 由 達 拉 斯 飛 到 巴 的 摩 爾 最 
( t o k e n i z e d ) 平既航機” 
Table 2.3: Examples of translated and tokenized Chinese sentences from the 
ATIS-3 Class A training corpus. 
2 CULEX is part of CU Corpora, a Cantonese Chinese speech resource developed 




Induction - Baseline Approach 
In this work, we have applied a methodology to acquire semantic and phrasal 
categories from unannotated corpora. We aim to improve the grammar in-
duction framework by using less computation to achieve better performance 
in natural language understanding. We will first introduce some background 
in grammar induction. We then proceed to describe our baseline semi-
automatic grammar induction algorithm and investigate some potential prob-
lems that need improvements. 
3.1 Background in Grammar Induction 
Traditional rule-based methods suffer from substantial expertise and time to 
design grammars. Alternatively, grammar induction has been widely applied 
to automatically learn linguistic structures based on large corpora [2, 22, 47 • 
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The process of grammar learning is a form of grammatical inference [18, 19 . 
The grammars learned in this approach may contain syntactic structures [34], 
semantic structures [21] or both [22, 33]. We will review several grammar 
induction methods in the following paragraphs. 
3.1.1 Simulated Annealing 
Simulated Annealing (SA) was applied to perform automatic word classifica-
tion from unannotated training data [11，49]. The following four components 
are required in the SA algorithm: (1) an initial configuration, (2) a random 
move generator, (3) an objective function and (4) an annealing schedule. 
Initially, words are assigned randomly to the predefined number of classes 
to have initial configuration. Then the move generator will reassign a ran-
domly selected word to a arbitrary class until the language model perplexity 
(objective function) falls below a threshold. The annealing schedule speci-
fies the time and duration of the classification process. Subsequently, words 
are automatically clustered into a number of predefined classes. Finally, the 
induced clusters form a class n-gram model. 
3.1.2 Bayesian Grammar Induction 
Chen [13] presented a corpus-based grammar induction algorithm for prob-
abilistic context-free grammar, according to the induction framework de-
scribed by Solomonoff [50, 51]. The Bayesian induction method [13] aims to 
find out the grammar G’ that optimizes the a posteriori probability P{G\0), 
where O are the observations in training data. By applying Bayes' rule, the 
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search for G' employs the objective function P{0\G)P{G). In the learning 
process, a hypothesis grammar will be pre-defined initially. An objective 
function is used to decide whether additional grammar rules should be incor-
porated into the hypothesis grammar. By repeating the process of finding a 
modification to the hypothesis grammar, grammar rules are accumulated to 
produce the probabilistic context-free grammar. 
3.1.3 Probabilistic Grammar Acquisition 
Semantic structures and phrasal structures are commonly extracted using 
some distance or dependency measures, such as Mutual Information {MI), 
Kullback-Liebler {KL) distance. Several algorithms are introduced in the 
following. To determine the word classes, Brown et al. [7] proposed an auto-
matic clustering algorithm to find the classes with high value in MI between 
the classes of adjacent words. Similarly, another approach tried to combine 
the use of MI and relative frequency counts to automatically extract phrasal 
structures [54]. An automatic fragment acquisition was proposed in [2] to 
consider three associated probability distributions of preceding contexts, fol-
lowing contexts and associated semantic actions. By computing KL distance, 
syntactically and semantically related phrases that are close in all three dis-
tances are clustered into a collection of fragments. Alternatively, McCandless 
et al. [33] developed a statistical learning algorithm based on an unannotated 
corpus. In this grammar induction process, word classes are extracted based 
on divergence, where phrases are selected by using ML The acquired class 
n-gram model is used for speech recognition. 
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3.2 Semi-automatic Grammar Induction 
-Baseline Approach 
In this section, we will describe the framework of the semi-automatic gram-
mar induction proposed in [47]. The semi-automatic grammar induction 
approach begins with agglomerative clustering of words in a corpus of un-
annotated sentences from a restricted domain. Clustering is implemented 
both spatially and temporally. Spatial clustering aims to group words or 
multi-word entities with similar left and right linguistic contexts. Temporal 
clustering intends to capture key-phrases which occur frequently. The iter-
ative clustering process alternates between spatial clustering (production of 
N=5 SC categories) and temporal clustering (production of N=5 TC cat-
egories). The grammar can be post-processed by hand-editing. Hence, the 
approach is semi-automatic. 
3.2.1 Spatial Clustering 
Consider the clustering of entities ei and 62- Pi is the probability distribution 
of words occurring to the left of ei, and p2 denotes that for e2. We can 
measure the similarity of the two distributions pi and p2 by the divergence 
metric Div (or symmetrized Kullback-Liebler distance) as shown in Equation 
3.1. Equation 3.2 is the Kullback-Liebler distance. 
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= + (3-1) 
where V in Equation 3.2 denotes the corpus vocabulary. 
= (3.2) 
Equations 3.3 shows the distance metric Dist when both the left and right 
contexts are considered. 
Dzstic , 62) = 边 / t ) + (3.3) 
All probabilities are obtained by tallying frequency counts of the words (or 
clusters) from the training corpus, with appropriate smoothing. It is because 
when there is zero count of the entity, the probability ratios in Equation 3.2 
will lead to division by zero. Hence, smoothing is used to avoid the case 
when either pi(i) or p2{i) equal to zero. Equation 3.4 is the equation for 
smoothing. 
Cs = (Ca X a：) + CV (3.4) 
where 
Cs : Smoothing count 
Ca : Actual count 
Cf : Floor count 
k : Multiplicative factor 
Only the words that have at least M occurrences are considered in order 
to avoid sparse data problems. All word pairs are considered as described in 
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Equation 3.3, and the algorithm selects the N most similar pairs (i.e. lowest 
values ioT Dist) to form spatial clusters that are labeled as SCi, where i is a 
counter of the number of spatial clusters formed. Thereafter, the appropriate 
word pairs in the training corpus are substituted by their SC labels, and the 
algorithm proceeds to an iteration of temporal clustering. 
3.2.2 Temporal Clustering 
We consider the Mutual Information (MI) as our distance measure: 
= (3.5) 
In Equation 3.5, P(ei, 62) is the probability of entity ei followed by entity 
62, i.e. FrIq{BTgrlms). Again, Only the words that have at least M occurrences 
are considered. Also, N pairs of entities with highest MI are selected to form 
temporal clusters labeled as TCi, where i is a counter of the number of tem-
poral clusters formed. Thereafter, the appropriate word pairs in the training 
corpus are substituted by their TC labels, and the algorithm proceeds to 
another iteration of spatial clustering. 
As such, the agglomerative clustering approach produces a context-free 
grammar. The SC and TC are non-terminals in the grammar. SC clusters 
tend to be semantic structures, and TC clusters tend to be phrasal soiuctures. 
The grammar is then hand-edited to produce a semi-automatic grammar. 
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3.2.3 Post-processing 
Agglomerative clustering produces a context-free grammar, which can be 
post-processed with hand-editing. The detail of hand-revision is shown as 
follows: 
i. Replace the semantic tag S Q or T Q with meaningful labels: 
Before: SCn detroit | Pittsburgh | Cleveland • •. 
After: CITY_NAME detroit | Pittsburgh | Cleveland . . . 
ii. Consolidate non-terminals and terminals belonging to the same cate-
gory: 
Before: SC29 monday | Wednesday 
SC^8 friday | Saturday 
After: SC29 -> monday | Wednesday | friday | Saturday 
iii. Prune irrelevant non-terminals and terminals: 
Before: 5C44 t w a | united | northwest airlines 丨 TCUs 
SC29 monday | Wednesday 
T C 4 5 on SC29 
After: S C u -> t w a | united | northwest airlines 
T C 4 5 — on SC29 
iv. Complete the set of terminals for some categories: (e.g. month, day) 
Before: SC4 -> december | february | march 
After: SCU January | february | march | april | may 
June I july | august | September | october 
november | december 
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A semi-automatic grammar is acquired after performing the above hand-
editing techniques. 
3.2.4 Four Aspects for Enhancements 
According to the baseline configuration of the semi-automatic grammar in-
duction algorithm, we attempt to highlight the following four possible aspects 
that need improvements. 
i. Stopping Criterion 
As our automatic grammar induction algorithm is iterative, we have to 
evaluate the quality of the induced grammar at each iteration to acquire 
a resultant grammar. Previously, this procedure is done manually. 
However, evaluation based on human judgment is too labor intensive 
and time-consuming. Also, the other problem is that the performance 
of the induced grammar will be judged by the subjective decisions of 
humans. We wish to define a stopping criterion such that the induced 
grammar should have reasonable coverage of the training corpus and 
satisfactory performance in natural language understanding. 
ii. Improvements on Temporal Clustering 
We attempt to propose the use of Information Gain (IG) in place of 
Mutual Information (MI) for temporal clustering in grammar induc-
tion. It is because using MI to find co-occurring entities tends to cap-
ture the phrases with high frequency counts in earlier iterations than 
those phrases with few frequency counts [31, 54]. Hence, some mean-
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ingful phrases with few frequency counts may not be captured in early 
iterations. This may affect the quality of the resultant grammar. 
iii. Improvements on Spatial Clustering 
We try to explore the potential use of the two distance measures: 
the Gini Index (GI) and Manhattan-norm (MN) distance instead of 
Kullback-Liebler (KL) distance for spatial clustering in grammar in-
duction. It is because the KL distance is dominated by infrequent 
words (or clusters) with very low probabilities [40] • Hence, some sim-
ilar words with infrequent adjacent entities may not be captured in 
early iterations. 
iv. Intelligent Selection of Clustering Configurations 
We aim to perform intelligent selection during grammar induction by 
leveraging information that contains meaningful natural language struc-
tures. This improvement involves the selection between spatial cluster-
ing and temporal clustering for a given iteration as well as the selection 
for the number of clusters per iteration. 
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3.3 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have introduced the framework of the baseline configu-
ration of the semi-automatic grammar induction algorithm. The agglomera-
tive clustering algorithm involves spatial clustering and temporal clustering. 
Spatial clustering aims to capture semantic categories by minimizing diver-
gence. Temporal clustering intends to extract key phrases by maximizing 
mutual information. The spatial clustering and temporal clustering perform 
alternately. The induced grammar is then post-processed by hand-editing to 
form a semi-automatic grammar. According to this baseline configuration of 
grammar induction, we have suggested several improvements. 
i. Investigation of a stopping criterion to terminate the grammar induc-
tion algorithm. 
ii. Introduction the use of Information Gain for temporal clustering to 
reduce estimation errors of Mutual Information. 
iii. Investigation the use of Manhattan-norm distance and Gini Index in 
place of Kullback-Liebler distance for spatial clustering to alleviate the 
sparse data problem. 
iv. Development of an intelligent selection during grammar induction by 





Induction - Enhanced 
Approach 
In this chapter, we will present our enhancements based on the framework 
of the semi-automatic grammar induction described in Section 3.2. We will 
first describe the evaluation method for the induced grammars and introduce 
an automatic stopping criterion for the iterative grammar induction process. 
We proceed to explain an enhancement in deriving phrasal structures in tem-
poral clustering. We will also investigate the use of various distance measures 
in spatial clustering in order to alleviate the sparse data problem. We fur-
ther the improvement to perform an intelligent selection by leveraging the 
SQL information that contains meaningful natural language structures. The 
resultant grammars produced by applying various distance and dependency 
measures are evaluated based on parse coverage in understanding and the 
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numbers of iterations required to terminate in our grammar induction algo-
rithm. 
4.1 Evaluating Induced Grammars 
As mentioned previously, each utterance is accompanied by its corresponding 
SQL query for database retrieval. Given the SQL query, we can evaluate the 
grammar produced at various stages in the induction process by means of 
precision and recall of semantic concepts, based on the P A R S E V A L measures 
used in [32, 43]. We transform the SQL query of an input utterance into a set 
of reference brackets. We can also parse the input utterance with the induced 
grammar G and generate a set of hypothesized brackets from the candidate 
parse. The reference and hypothesized brackets are compared in order to 
find out the number of matching brackets. Precision is the proportion of 
matching brackets found in the set of hypothesized brackets. Recall is the 
proportion of matching brackets found in the set of reference brackets. We 
can combine the two measurements into a single F-measure, as shown in 
Equation 4.1, in which we set a = 1 to weigh P and R so that they are 
equally important [44, 52]. Table 4.1 references the input utterance in Table 
2.2 to illustrate the computation of precision and recall. 
F = ( � ) P 丑 (4.1) 
Referring to Table 4.1, the delimiters for the brackets follow the ordering 
of words in the input utterance. The reference brackets are derived from the 
SQL corresponding to the input utterance. The grammar G is the set of 
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grammar rules obtained during the induction process. Notice that grammar 
induction has not yet acquired the city name “minneapolis，，, so it is ignored 
in the parse. Parsing with grammar G generates the hypothesized brack-
ets. Matches between the reference and hypothesized brackets are marked in 
'*'. Hence recall is 2/3 (two matching brackets out of three reference brack-
ets) and precision is 1/2 (two matching brackets out of four hypothesized 
brackets) and F 二 0.572. 
Bracket delimiters based on input utterance: 
iso there 1 a^ flights around^ threes pe my fromg charlotte9 toio 
minneapolis n 
Reference brackets (based on SQL in Table 2.2): 
around three p m (4, 7)* 
charlotte (9,9)* 
minneapolis (11，11) 
Excerpt of grammar G from the induction process: 
SCu one | two | three | . . . 
SC24： —...charlotte | chicago | . . . 
TC22 -> SC24 to 
TC23 SC13 p m 
Hypothesized brackets from candidate parse with G: 
three (5,5) 
around three p m (4, 7)* 
charlotte (9,9)* 
charlotte to (9,10) 
Table 4.1: Example illustrating the computation precision and recall values. 
Matching brackets are marked in 
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4.2 Stopping Criterion 
The automatic grammar induction is iterative and thus it needs a stopping 
criterion. A stopping criterion should be defined such that the induced gram-
mar has the highest possible recall or precision or coverage of the training 
corpus. The computation of recall or precision requires semantic annota-
tions, e.g. those from the SQL, and such a resource tends to be expensive 
and may not always be available. Hence we attempt to define a stopping cri-
terion based on the number of words (terminals) in the training corpus that 
are captured in the induced grammar G. For example, the ATIS-3 Class 
A training set has 531 unique words. Of these, only 300 have occurrences 
above M(=5) counts, and this is the subset of the vocabulary processed by 
our grammar induction algorithm. Running grammar induction by using 
Mutual Information {MI) in temporal clustering and Kullback-Liebler (KL) 
distance in spatial clustering for 20 iterations produced a grammar that in-
cluded 161 words / terminals. Hence at this point the percentage of terminals 
covered is 161/300=53.7%. If we monitor the growth of this percentage with 
respect to the number of iterations, we obtain the curve depicted in Figure 
4.1. 
We can measure grammar coverage in terms of the percentage of words 
/ terminals in the training corpus that are captured in the grammar. If we 
define the stopping criterion to be the point where the relative growth in 
grammar coverage falls below 1%, then we should terminate the grammar 
induction at iteration 100，based on the statistics in Figure 4.1. Grammar 
coverage at iteration 100 is 89.3% and it grows to 89.7% at iteration 110, 
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hence the relative increment is 0.45% (<1%). The number of spatial clusters 
may not be equal to the number of temporal clusters in the induced gram-
mar. For example, the induced grammar captured at iteration 100 consists of 
161 spatial clusters and 474 temporal clusters. It is because the spatial clus-
tering will capture similar words or clusters together (e.g.: SCig -> eighth 
fourth I second | fifth). Hence, less than or equal to N new SCs will be 
generated in each iteration since they may be clustered with previous SCs. 
On the contrary, temporal clustering will not capture similar phrasal struc-
tures together, and hence N new TCs will be generated in each iteration. 
Therefore, the number of temporal clusters will be more than the number of 
spatial clusters in the induced grammar. 
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Figure 4.1: Graph plotting the growth of grammar coverage (measured in 
terms of the percentage of words / terminals in the training corpus that are 
captured in the grammar) using Mutual Information {MI) in temporal clus-
tering and Kullback-Liebler {KL) distance in spatial clustering with respect 
to the number of iterations. Measurements are taken at every tenth iteration. 
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4.2.1 Cross-checking with Recall Values 
As mentioned previously, we can also define the stopping criterion by com-
puting the recall values of the induced grammar during grammar induction. 
Cross-checking with the recall values (see the curve with no seed in Figure 
4.2) shows that at iteration 100, the induced grammar G by using MI in 
temporal clustering and KL in spatial clustering attained a recall of 69.6%, 
which lies within the convergence region of Figure 4.2. 
As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, the semi-automatic grammar induction ap-
proach allows hand-editing of the grammar rules. We have devoted a small 
manual effort for this purpose to seed the induced grammar — we first allow 
the grammar induction algorithm to run for 20 iterations to obtain the gram-
mar G20, which contains 158 nonterminals (SCs or TCs) and 161 terminals. 
Among these we select 17 nonterminals and 124 terminals to be preserved. 
The 17 nonterminals are labeled as SCq to 5Ci6, and contain categories such 
as AIRLINE_NAME, AIRPORT—NAME, NUMBER, ONE-WAY, etc. Of these we 
have selected 7 nonterminals for each of which we inserted a complete set 
of terminals. The 7 nonterminals are C L A S S _ N A M E , D A Y _ N A M E , P E R I O D , 
MEAL—DESCRIPTION, MONTH, DAY and NUMBER. A total of 115 word termi-
nals are added by hand. Examples of the grammar rules include: 
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CLASS-NAME —)• business class | economy class . . . 
DAY-NAME —> monday | tuesday | Wednesday . • • 
PERIOD afternoon | breakfast time | lunch time . . . 
MEAL-DESCRIPTION — d i n n e r I lunch | breakfast . . . 
MONTH January | february | march | april . •. 
DAY —> first I second | third . . . 
NUMBER — oh I zero I one | two . . . 
With this simple manual procedure, we are able to transform G20 into an 
enhanced seed grammar Gh2Q (where the subscript H denotes hand-editing 
of the grammar from iteration 20). We then seed the grammar induction al-
gorithm with Gh20 and continue to run until iteration 100 at which point the 
relative increment for recall is 0.28% (i.e. our automatic stopping criterion of 
<1% is met). At this point, the recall achieved is 86.5% (see the curve with 
seeding at iteration-20 in Figure 4.2). We found that the stopping criterion 
can be defined by means of grammar coverage of the training corpus as well 
as the relative growth of the recall values of the induced grammar. 
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Figure 4.2: Graph plotting recall rates against the number of iterations by 
using Mutual Information {MI) in temporal clustering and Kullback-Liebler 
[KL) distance in spatial clustering. The proposed stopping criterion identifies 
iteration 100 as the termination point, giving 69.6% recall which increases to 
86.5% if the grammar rules are hand-edited for improvement (see the curve 
with seeding at iteration-20). 
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4.3 Improvements on Temporal Clustering 
In this section, we report our investigation in the use of Information Gain 
(IG) in place of Mutual Information (MI) for temporal clustering in grammar 
induction. It has been pointed out in [31，54] that the use of MI to find co-
occurring entities tends to capture the phrases with high frequency counts in 
earlier iterations than those phrases with few frequency counts. Hence, some 
meaningful phrases with few frequency counts may not be captured in early 
iterations. 
We investigate the use of IG, as defined in Equation 4.2, because it mea-
sures the number of bits of information obtained about one entity by knowing 
the presence or absence of the other entity. 
/G(ei，e.) = P ( e , e,) log ^ ^ + P i e u ^ ) l � g ^ ^ 
IG is the sum of mutual information which considers all the combinations 
of presence or absence of entities 61,62- P(ei , 62) is the probability of (ei 62)： 
— i s the probability of entity e： that is not followed 
FreqyBigrams) ‘ 丄,么乂 上 
by entity e,: 二 - 二 t : ) , ^ d P(可,石）is 1 - P(e i ,e , ) - -
P(石,62). 
From Table 4.2, we found that the key phrase “las vegas” is ranked lower 
than the phrase “me the，，when using ML It is because MI only considers the 
presence of entities ei 62, thus the phrase “me the” with a higher frequency 
count of 207 is captured in the first iteration. On the other hand, the phrase 
“las vegas，，with a relatively lower frequency count of 103 is captured in the 
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second iteration. 
Table 4.2 also shows that the phrase "las vegas” has higher IG than 
does "me the，，. It is because applying IG will calculate all the presence and 
absence of the information for the entities ei 62- We discovered that all the 
words “las，，are also followed by the words "vegas" in the training corpus. 
However, there are altogether 418 frequency counts of the word "me" in the 
training corpus, only 207 of the words “me，，are followed by the words “the: 
Hence, “las vegas” is captured in earlier iteration than “me the，，when IG is 
used. 
-(ei 62) Freq{eie2) Freqjei) Freq{e2) MI (rank) IGjrank) 
the 207 418 541 0.046(4) 0.038(6) 
las vegas 103 103 103 0.044(6) 0.052(4) 
Table 4.2: Example word phrases (ei 62) and unique terminals with fre-
quency, mutual information {MI) and information gain {IG). The number 
inside the bracket of MI is the rank of the corresponding word phrase in ML 
The number inside the bracket of IG is the rank of the corresponding word 
phrase in IG. The ranks of the two word phrases are generated in the first 
iteration of our grammar induction. 
A comparison between the first A^(=80) temporal clusters formed us-
ing IG with those formed using MI suggests that IG enables us to capture 
meaningful phrases in earlier iterations in the agglomerative clustering pro-
cess. More specifically, 26 of them are phrases corresponding to attributes in 
the SQL, e.g. north Carolina, westchester county, midwest express, etc. The 
number of such phrases drops to 22 when MI is used. The examples of TCs 
are listed in Table 4.3. 
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Key phrases by IG Key phrases by MI 
TCi las vegas TC3 new york 
TC2 new york TC7 kansas city 
TC5 kansas city TCs round trip 
TCe salt lake TCg — saint paul|Petersburg 
TCy -> los angeles TCio las vegas 
TCs saint paul|Petersburg TC\i los angeles 
TCg round trip TC15 — san diego 
TCii -> san francisco TCi^ salt lake city 
rCi3 san diego TC19 salt lake 
TC16 san jose TC20 — san francisco |jose 
TC20 salt lake city T C 3 0 — long beach 
TC21 long beach TC31 — saint louis 
TC22 saint louis TC33 u_s air 
TC27 love field T C 3 9 — love field 
TC33 first class TCUo first class 
TC34 general mitchell TC43 — american airlines 
TC35 u - s air T C 4 5 — one way 
TC37 one way TC51 — general mitchell 
TC49 american airlines TC明Washington d-C 
TC57 Washington d_c TC73 — new york city 
TCq2 ] new york city 
TCq9 — Westchester county 
TCVi — n o r t h Carolina 
TC72 —> midwest express 
TC74 -> united airlines 
Table 4.3: More key phrases are generated using information gain (26 key 
phrases) than that of using mutual information (22 key phrases) for the first 
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For a more detailed comparison, we ran the grammar induction procedure 
first with both MI and IG for up to 90 iterations each. We computed the 
recall and precision values at every tenth iteration. Results are shown in 
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. As agglomerative clustering proceeds, recall 
values grow and converge while precision values decrease. Throughout the 
process, however, IG maintains a higher recall and higher precision than MI 
at the marked iterations. We conducted a paired 力-test for comparing the 
use of IG with MI based on recall values at every tenth iterations. The 
increment in recall when IG is used instead of MI is statistically significant 
i at a = O.Ol. A similar paired t-test applied to precision values also shows 
that the increment in precision due to IG is statistically significant at a 二 
0.01 too. We concluded that the use of IG for temporal clustering during 
grammar induction led to better results in recall and precision than the use 
of ML 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between Information Gain (IG) and Mutual Infor-
mation {MI) in terms of grammar recall values at various stages during the 
grammar induction process. 
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between Information Gain (IG) and Mutual Infor-
mation (MI) in terms of grammar precision values at various stages during 
the grammar induction process. 
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According to the stopping criterion defined in Section 4.2, the grammar 
induction process using IG for temporal clustering terminated at iteration 
100 as shown in Figure 4.5. 
100 I I • • I • I =r~' ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
IG ^ 
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8 0 -
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Figure 4.5: Graph plotting the growth of grammar coverage (measured in 
terms of the percentage of words / terminals in the training corpus that are 
captured in the grammar) using Information Gain {IG) in temporal clustering 
and Kullback-Liebler [KL) distance in spatial clustering with respect to the 
number of iterations. Measurements are taken at every tenth iteration. 
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4.3.1 Evaluation 
In this section, we report two sets of experiments to evaluate the performance 
of our grammar induction based on the ATIS-3 test sets 1993 and 1994. The 
first experiment aims to evaluate the induced grammar by means of recall, 
precision and F-measure. The second experiment intends to compare gram-
mars in terms of their performance on natural language understanding. For 
the experimental setup, we ran the grammar induction procedure with both 
mutual information and information gain, and used an automatic stopping 
criterion that terminates the iterative process when the relative growth in 
training vocabulary coverage scants 1%. Both the grammars are terminated 
at iteration 100, as shown in Figure 4.1 and 4.5. Running the grammar 
induction process with 100 iterations would spend about three hours. 
We denote the grammar learnt with using MI for temporal clustering 
with Gmi, the grammar learnt with using IG for temporal clustering with 
Gig. NO hand-editing is performed to Gmi or Gig. These two grammars 
are compared with a handcrafted grammar Gh. Gh is manually designed 
to capture the key semantic categories from the training set. Gh has 66 
non-terminals and 483 terminals. The size of the two grammars Gmi and 
Gig are listed in Table 4.4. 
(i) Recall, Precision and F-measure Results 
This experiment is to evaluate the performance of the induced grammar 
through the values of recall, precision and F-measure. Parsing the test sets 
with the grammars Gmi, Gig and Gh, comparison with the test set SQL 
expressions yields the recall and precision values as tabulated in Table 4.5. 
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Grammar Non-terminals Terminals 
^ 635 268 
^ 647 264 
Gh 66 483 
Table 4.4: The size of the grammar using Mutual Information {Gmi), the 
grammar using Information Gain {Gig) and the handcrafted grammars {Gh)-
1993 Test S e t ^ 1994 Test Set 
Gmi Gig GH Gmi Gig GH 
Recall 0.739 0.757 0.889 0.722 0.736 0.909 
Precision 0.251 0.308 0.634 0.261 0.313 0.626 
F-measure 0.375 0.438 0.740 0.383 0.439 0.741 
Table 4.5: Comparison with the induced grammars using MI {GMI), using 
IG {Gig) and the handcrafted grammar (Gh)- These grammars are used 
to parse the test sets and the parsed structures are compared with those ex-
tracted from the SQL expressions in terms of recall, precision and F-measure. 
Table 4.5 shows that the performance of Gig compares favorably with 
the values of Gmi- The presence of the following two rules in Gig leads to 
little higher recall values of Gig than Gmi-
SCsi —> seventh | twelfth 
T C i i 3 la guardia 
As referenced in Figure 4.3, the recall values of Gig and Gmi at iteration 
90 are about the same which means the two grammars capture similar extent 
of semantic and phrasal structures from the training data. 
Higher precision values of Gig over Gmi is mainly because using infor-
mation gain can capture key phrases in earlier iterations than using mutual 
information. Hence, using MI tends to capture less meaningful phrases in 
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early iterations. As the algorithm is iterative, non-key phrases are clustered 
to produce more and more new temporal clusters. However, the grammar 
rules with non-key phrases are not very useful for natural language under-
standing. Therefore, using MI will induce many less meaningful clusters in 
the iterative clustering process. As described in Section 4.3, the word phrase 
“me the,，is captured in the first iteration by using ML Many temporal clus-
ters induced by the phrase "me the” are captured. Some examples are listed 
as follows: 
(from Gmi) 
TC2 me the 
TC4 — show me 
TCe show me the 
TC46 give TC2 
T C 5 9 — T C E T C S 
rCio4 -> TCe flights 
TC5 — flights from 
Example sentence: “show me the flights from houston to orlando” 
Reference brackets: houston (5,5) 
orlando (7,7) 
Candidate brackets: me the (1,2) 
show me the (0,2) 
show me the flights from(0,4) 
Table 4.6: An example sentence extracted from the ATLS 1993 test set with 
reference brackets from the corresponding SQL. The candidate brackets are 
generated based on the grammar Gmi-
Parsing the example sentence shown in Table 4.6 by Gmi produces a 
large number of candidate parses. However, these candidate parses are not 
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matched with the reference brackets based on the SQL (the above sentence 
is one of the examples), thus resulting in lower precision rates of Gmi- Lower 
precision rates of GMI actually means that more effort is required to post-
process the induced grammar when using mutual information for temporal 
clustering. We concluded that the use of IG can save more effort in hand-
editing the induced grammar from our grammar induction. 
As shown in Table 4.5, it can be seen that Gh fares the best. Higher 
recall rates of Gh is mainly due to the presence of a number of semantic 
grammar rules which are contributive towards understanding. As these rules 
involve the entities with occurrences less than the minimum count threshold 
(M=5) , they are not captured in the grammar induction process, e.g.: 
STATE-NAME —> arizona | minnesota | quebec . . . 
TRANSPORT-TYPE train I taxi | rental car 
AIRPORT_NAME j f k | m C o | h o u 
On the other hand, higher precision rates of Gh is due to careful selection 
by handcrafting, such as the following rules: 
AlRCRAFT_CODE seven thirty seven | d c ten .. • 
CODE—NAME —^  a p slash I s slash . •. 
Also, hand-designing grammar Gh considers more complex rules such as: 
TIME-VALUE — P R E NUMBER PERIOD—UNIT 
where 
PRE around | before | after . . . 
NUMBER -> NUMBER NUMBER | zerO | one • . • 
PERIOD-UNIT — a m I p m 
e.g. "hi i need to go from newark to nashville on american airlines leaving 
around six thirty p m" 
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(ii) Natural Language Understanding Results 
We also try to compare these three grammars {GMUGJG and GH) in terms 
of their performance on natural language understanding. The two grammars 
GMI and GIG are extracted from the grammar induction process based on 
the automatic stopping criterion when the relative growth of grammar cov-
erage scants 1%. The SQL corresponding to each utterance provides us with 
a reference semantic frame for evaluation. Referring to the example in Ta-
ble 2.2, the attribute labels and values in the reference semantic frame will be: 
ORIGIN: charlotte 
DESTINATION: minneapolis 
DEPARTURE-TIME: U:30 - 15:30 
By generating the reference semantic frames for the training queries, we 
obtain the set of unique attributes characterizing the ATIS domain. For 
each unique attribute label, we traverse the automatically induced grammar 
(which may be GMI or GIG) and select the single rule deemed most suitable 
to replace the SC or TC label with the attribute label. For example, in the 
induced grammar by using IG as the temporal clustering excerpt shown in 
Table 4.7，all the grammar rules contain names of cities. The nonterminal 
SCn contains seventeen city names. SCn contains nine city names. Hence 
we replaced the label SCn with the attribute label CITY_NAME . It may also 
occur that no grammar rule is deemed suitable for an attribute label, in which 
case the attribute label is omitted from the grammar. With this method, we 
assigned 15 attribute labels to GMI and 16 attribute labels to GIG- The 
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one grammar rule (or attribute labels) absent from GMI is FLIGHT_DAYS -)• 
daily. 
5Cii — detroit | Pittsburgh | Cleveland | SCyi | SCt^ \ SCg \ 
SCg nashville | tor onto | milwaukee | saint SC2 | kansas city | 
love field | Seattle | 
SC2 paul 丨 Petersburg | 
SC12 Cincinnati 丨 memphis | indianapolis | 
SC21 Columbus I tampa | philadephia | 
SCi7 1 a I san jose | chicago | tacoma | SC27 | 
SC27 -> ontario | long beach | SC临 | 
S'Ces new york | new york city | atlanta | 
Table 4.7: Examples of automatically induced grammar rules by using IG as 
the temporal clustering. SCn contains the maximum number of city names 
among all spatial clusters and is re-labeled with the attribute CITY_NAME. 
SCj —)• nashville | toronto | tampa | detroit | SCs \ SC22 | 
SCs milwaukee | saint SC2 | kansas city | 
SC2 paul I Petersburg | 
SC22 —> miami | las vegas 丨 SC26 | 
SC2& ontario | long beach | 
SCq —^  minneapolis | Oakland | SC2^ | 
SC23 — Pittsburgh | los angeles | 
Table 4.8: Examples of automatically induced grammar rules by using MI as 
the temporal clustering. SC7 contains the maximum number of city m\mes 
among all spatial clusters and is re-labeled with the attribute C I T Y _ N A M E . 
Having incorporated these attribute labels, we can parse the test queries 
with GMI or GIG and generate hypothesized semantic frames. These are 
compared with the reference semantic frames and we follow the evaluation 
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scheme described in [47] where “Full Understanding” refers to utterances 
with exact matches between the reference and generated frames. ''Partial 
Understanding” refers to partial matches. “No Understanding” occurs when 
no semantic categories were extracted, due to out-of-domain words or word 
sequences. Results are tabulated in Table 4.9. 
As seen from Table 4.9, GIG performs better than GMI in natural lan-
guage understanding performance. The use of IG for temporal clustering 
can automatically capture grammar rules with a richer set of terminals than 
the use of ML It is mainly due to the use of information gain can automati-
cally acquire the grammar rule CITY一NAME, A I R L I N E _ N A M E , D A Y with more 
terminals than using mutual information. For instance, GIG is able to cap-
ture the rule with 17 city names as shown in Table 4.7. However, only 12 
city names are acquired in GMI in Table 4.8. Therefore, the use of IG for 
temporal clustering can induce grammar with better performance in natural 
language understanding. 
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1993 Test Set 
GMI{%) "丑(％) 
Full Understanding 4.5 7.6 85.5 
Partial Understanding 50.2 52.0 14.5 
No Understanding 45.3 40.4 0 — 
1994 Test Set 
Full Understanding 4.1 9.7 78.6 
Partial Under s t a n d i ^ 60.8 63.7 20.2 
No Understanding 35.1 26.6 1.1 
Table 4.9: Comparison of the induced grammars using MI (GMJ), using 
IG (GIG) and handcrafted grammar {GH), based on fraction of queries that 
achieved Full Understanding, Partial Understanding and No Understanding. 
4.4 Improvements on Spatial Clustering 
In this section, we will introduce the use of Manhattan-norm (MAT) distance 
and Gini Index {GI) in place of Kullback-Liebler (KL) distance for spatial 
clustering in grammar induction. It has been pointed out that if either pi{i) 
or p2{i) in the logarithm ratio of KL distance (see Equation 3.2) is very small, 
the final distance will be dominated by those infrequent words (or clusters) 
with very low probabilities [40 . 
Table 4.10 shows the two pairs of considered words and their correspond-
ing left and right entities. The underlined adjacent entities are most frequent 
entities with sum of probabilities being just equal or above 85.0% of the to-
tal frequency counts of the considered word. For example, the sum of the 
probabilities for the two underlined left entities (i.e. "from" and "to") of the 
word "milwaukee" is 88.0%. 
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pair cheapest 
Left: the(74.3%),bos(25.7%) — the(8Q.Q%),bos(2Q.Q%) 
Right:~flight(25.7%),fare(14.3%),flights(11.4%), flight (80.0%), 
fares(11.4%),round(11.4%),one(11.4%) nonstop(2Q.Q%) 
airfare(5.7%),first(5.7%),nonstop(2.9%) 
2nd pair milwaukee detroit 
Left: from(51.Q%),to(37.Q%),between(4.0%), from(5Q.0%),to(4Q.6%), 
in(3.0%),depart(1.0%) ,of (1.0%), in(6.3%),leave(3.1%) 
the(1.0%),and(1.0%),at(1.0%) 





Table 4.10: Table showing the entities adjacent to the left and right of the two 
pairs of considered words ("cheapest", "last") and ("milwaukee", "detroit"). 
The percentages in the brackets are the probabilities of the entities adjacent 
to the considered words. 
We first consider the pair of words "milwaukee | detroit". We found that 
the distributions of both left and right underlined entities of the two consid-
ered words are very similar. For example, the probability of the left entity 
"from" for the word "milwaukee" is 51.0%, which is very similar to the one for 
the word "detroit" (50.0%). For the pair of words "cheapest | last，，，we found 
that the distributions of the underlined left entities of the word "cheapest" 
are similar to that of the word "last". The corresponding distributions of the 
underlined right entities of the two considered words are very different. For 
example, the probability of the right entity "flight" for the word "cheapest" 
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is 25.7%, which is very different from the one for the word “last” (80.0%). 
However, using Kullback-Liebler distance for spatial clustering, the first pair 
"cheapest | last，，has shorter distance than the second pair "milwaukee | de-
troit" does in the first iteration of our grammar induction. Hence, "cheapest 
last" is captured earlier than "milwaukee | detroit" • It is because the KL 
distance for the second pair is dominated by those infrequent left and right 
entities (e.g. left entities: "of","the", etc and right entities: "with","that", 
etc.). On the contrary, for the first word pair, even though their right entities 
are not very similar, the relative influence on the probability distributions 
for the aggregate KL distance is very little. This example can show that the 
occurrences of sparse data lead to poor statistics in KL distance. 
In addition, smoothing is required to avoid the occurrences of division 
by zero in the probability ratios in for KL distance in Equation 3.2. It is 
expensive to calculate the sum of all the entityi adjacent with the two prob-
abilities pi{i) and p2(i) in Equation 3.2. This problem is especially serious 
when KL distance is applied for the training corpus in large vocabulary size. 
Therefore, we aim to explore other distance measures to alleviate the sparse 
data problem, and hence try to improve the semantic categories captured in 
the grammar induction by using less computation. 
4.4.1 Distance Measures 
In order to alleviate the influence of infrequent data on the aggregate dis-
tance, we investigate the following two distance measures in place of KL 
distance to automatically cluster semantically related words or phrases to-
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gether into concept classes in our grammar induction. Consider the clustering 
of entities ei and 62- Pi is the probability distribution of words occurring to 
the left of ei, and p2 denotes that for 62. 
i. Manhattan-norm Distance 
Manhattan-norm (MN) distance introduced in [15，40] takes the absolute 
value of the difference of the two distributions pi and p2 (see Equation 4.4). 
Equation 4.3 shows the distance between two considered entities ei and 62 
when both the left and right contexts are considered. 
MN(ei,e2) = MN_ + M 妒9似 (4.3) 
where 
y 
MiVZe/t 二 f I 仍 ⑷ - 仍 ⑷ I (4.4) 
i=l 
ii. Gini Index 
Gini Index {GI) introduced in [26] is used as the goodness criterion in the 
decision tree. We introduce the use of GI for spatial clustering to measure 
the distance between two entities in our grammar induction. GI takes the 
square of the difference of the two distributions pi and p2 (see Equation 4.6). 
Equation 4.5 shows the distance between two considered entities ei and 62 
when both the left and right contexts are considered. 
GI�ehe2) 二 + (4.5) 
where 
G ， " = f > i ( 0 - P 2 « ] 2 (4.6) 
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In Equation 4.4 and 4.6, V denotes the corpus vocabulary, while pi(i) is 
the probability of the entity i adjacent to the left of the entity ei, and p2{i) 
denotes that for 62 within a given context. 
The only difference between the equations of MN and GI is that MN 
takes the absolute value of the difference between the two probabilities pi and 
where GI takes the square of the difference. For example, if we consider 
clustering based on the left and right contexts of "francisco" and "jose", we 
found that the left contexts of both words are "san". If we consider the right 
contexts, there are 74 unique words of which 20 constitutes to infrequent 
right contexts (i.e. less than 2% of the total frequency counts). Table 4.11 
shows the distance between "francisco" and "jose" computed based on MN 
and GI. We show the total distance and the distance computed based on the 
infrequent right contexts. We also show the percentages of the total distance 
contributed by the infrequent right contexts. The percentage of the distance 
by those sparse data based on GI is lower than that on MN. We concluded 
that taking square for the difference can diminish the influence due to sparse 
data. 
As both the equations of MN and GI only consider the difference between 
the distributions of the two entities ei and 62 without taking the logarithm, 
the aggregate distance would not be dominated by one or two word co-
‘ occurrences with very low probabilities (either pi(i) or P2(i))- Hence, the 
influence by sparse data can be alleviated. Also, because probability ratios 
are not involved in the calculation of the two proposed distance measures, 
smoothing is not required, and therefore can save more computation. 
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Distance measure Total distance Distance of sparse data 
0.635 0.372 (58.5%) 
0.018 0.007 (38.9%) 
Table 4.11: This table showing the total distance between the considered 
entities "francisco" and "jose" by using Manhattan-norm (MN) distance and 
Gini Index (GI). The distances of MN and GI for those infrequent data 
occurring to the right of the two considered words are shown. The numbers 
in the brackets are the percentages of the distances by those sparse data from 
the total distance. 
Total distance 
Pair of entities KL MN GI 
(1) cheapest | last 0.2372 1.5430 0.4098 
(2) milwaukee | detroit 0.5570 0.5225 0.0147 
Table 4.12: The distance measured by using Kullback-Liebler (KL) distance, 
Manhattan-norm (MN) distance and Gini Index (GI) between the two pairs 
of entities (see Table 4.10) in the first iteration of our grammar induction. 
Table showing that using MN and GI can capture similar word pair "mil-
waukee I detroit" earlier than "cheapest | last". 
Table 4.12 shows that "milwaukee | detroit" has shorter distance by using 
MN or GI than "cheapest | last" does. Thus "milwaukee | detroit" can be 
captured in earlier iterations than "cheapest | last" when either MN or GI 
is used. This example shows that using MN or GI can capture similar words 
(or clusters) earlier than applying KL. 
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Number of attributes 
Some attributes in SQL . KL M N GI 
C I T Y _ N A M E 25 30 35 
AIRLINE-NAME 3 4 2 
AIRPORT-NAME 2 2 2 
DAY_NAME 2 3 6 
PERIOD 2 2 3 
MONTH 0 2 0 
MEAL-DESCRIPTION 2 0 0 
Total I 36 I 43 I 48 
Table 4.13: Key words or clusters corresponding to attributes in the SQL 
generated in the first 10 iterations based on Kullback-Liebler {KL) distance, 
Manhattan-norm {MN) distance and Gini Index {GI). 
As shown in Table 4.13, a comparison between the spatial clusters formed 
using KL, MN and GI in the first 10 iterations suggests that MN or GI 
captures more words (or clusters) corresponding to attributes in the SQL 
than KL in the agglomerative clustering process. Some examples of spatial 
clusters generated by using GI are listed as follows: 
CITY-NAME SCQ milwaukee | nashville | detroit | tampa 
CITY_NAME SCr -> baltimore | chicago | charlotte 
DAY_NAME ^Cio monday | Wednesday | Saturday 
PERIOD SCU — evening | morning | afternoon 
AIRLINE—NAME 5Ci8 — american | united 
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Based on the ATIS training set, we ran the automatic grammar induction 
algorithm with KL, MN and GI each with the use of information gain as 
the temporal clustering. We computed the recall and precision values at 
every tenth iteration. Results are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 respectively. 
Throughout the process, MN and GI maintain a higher recall and higher 
precision than KL at the marked iteration. We conducted a paired 力-test for 
comparing the use of MN and GI with KL based on recall values at every 
tenth iteration. The increment in recall when MN or GI is used instead of 
KL is statistically significant at a = 0.01. A similar paired 力-test applied to 
precision values also shows that the increment in precision due to MN or GI 
is statistically significant at a 二 0.01 too. Between MN and GI, we found 
that GI maintains a higher recall but a lower precision. 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between Kullback-Liebler (KL) distance, 
Manhattan-norm {MN) distance and Gini Index (GI) in terms of grammar 
recall values at various stages during the grammar induction process. 
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between Kullback-Liebler (KL) distance, 
Manhattan-norm (MN) distance and Gini Index (GI) in terms of grammar 
precision values at various stages during the grammar induction process. 
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According to the stopping criterion defined in Section 4.2, the iterative 
process will terminate when the relative growth in training vocabulary cov-
erage scants 1%. Figure 4.8 shows that the two induction processes by using 
MN and GI terminated at iteration 80 and 70 respectively, which are ear-
lier than the use of KL with termination point at iteration 100. This is an 
improvement over the use of KL distance. 
100 I , I I 1 1 ‘ ‘ “ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
— K L 
• MN ^ -A 
90 • — 
，：：：：：:y^ ：：:：：.......二二…： 
1 60 ^ 
I 5 0 - f 
J 4 � ._ _ f . 本^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ : = : : : : ： = 
10 ‘ 
Q | | 1 I 1 1 1 ‘ • A ‘ • ‘ 
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Iteration 
Figure 4.8: Graph plotting the growth of grammar coverage (measured in 
terms of the percentage of words / terminals in the training corpus that are 
captured in the grammar) of Kullback-Liebler {KL) distance, Manhattan-
norm {MN) distance and Gini Index [GI) with respect to the number of 
iterations. Measurements are taken at every tenth iteration. 
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4.4.2 Evaluation 
We ran the grammar induction procedure by using information gain for tem-
poral clustering, and adopting various distance measures for spatial cluster-
ing. We denote the grammar learnt with using Kullback-Liebler distance with 
GKL, the grammar learnt with using Manhattan-norm distance with GMN, 
and the grammar learnt with using Gini Index with GQI- NO hand-editing is 
performed to GKL, GMN, GQI- These three grammars are compared with a 
handcrafted grammar GH, described in Section 4.3.1. 
(i) Recall, Precision and F-measure Results 
1993 Test Set 
GKL GMN GGI GH 
Recall 0.757 0.786 0.803 0.889 
Precision 0.308 0.341 0.323 0.634 
F-measure 0.438 0.476 0.460 0.740 
1994 Test Set 
Recall 0.736 0.766 0.779 0.909 
Prec i s i on0 .313 0.346 0.325 0.626 
F-measure 0.439 0.477 0.459 0.741" 
Table 4.14: Comparison with the induced grammars using KL {GRL), using 
MN (GMN)^ using GI (GGI) and the handcrafted grammar {GH)- These 
grammars are used to parse the test sets and the parsed structures are com-
pared with those extracted from the SQL expressions in terms of recall, 
precision and F-measure. 
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As seen from Table 4.14, both the grammars GMN and GGI attained a 
higher recall and precision values than the grammar GKL- It is because the 
use of MN or GI can cluster more closely-related words or clusters together 
compared with those generated by KL. We attempt to explain the perfor-
mance of the three grammars {GMN, GGI and GKL) by the example sentences 
in Table 4.15. The brackets for the attribute values are referenced from the 
semantic frame for the SQL expression. 
Example 1: “list flights from chicago to kansas city in the morning” 
Reference: chicago (3,3) 
brackets kansas city (5,6) 
morning (9,9) 
Example 2: “list the flights from denver to haltimore arriving on july first” 
Reference: denver (4,4) 
brackets baltimore (6,6) 
july (9,9) 
first (10,10) 
Example 3: “list flights from atlanta to Seattle'' 
Reference: atlanta (3,3) 
brackets Seattle (5,5) 
Table 4.15: Three example sentences extracted from the ATis 1993 test set 
with reference brackets from the corresponding SQL. 
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(from GMN) 
SC20 —^  evening | morning | afternoon | night 
SC34 dallas I denver 
S'C4o atlanta | baltimore | tacoma 
(from GGI) 
SC12 —> evening | morning | afternoon 
SCJ baltimore | chicago | charlotte 
SC21 — denver | Seattle 
5C32 — a t l a n t a | burbank 
(from GKL) 
TCn in the morning 
TC127 baltimore to 
TC226 —^  denver to 
By parsing the three example sentences in Table 4.15 by the three excerpt 
grammars { G M N , GGI and GKL) individually, we find that T C 7 3 and TC226 
in GKL will generate candidate parses both in example 1 and example 2. 
However, these candidate parses are not matched with the reference brackets 
shown in Table 4.15, thus decreasing the precision values without increasing 
the recall values. On the contrary, using MN or GI can capture some key 
words such as "morning", "denver" and "atlanta" which increase the recall 
values of GMN and GGI- AS both GMN and GQI capture better words or 
clusters together, more candidate parses are correctly matched with those 
reference brackets. This in turns results in higher recall and precision values 
of these two grammars. Between GMN and GGI, GGI acquires higher values 
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of recall, while GMN maintains higher values of precision, 
(ii) Natural Language Understanding Results 
1993 Test Set 
GKL[%) G M M GGI(%) GH{%) 
Full Understanding 7.6 49.3 50.9 85.5 
Partial Understanding 52.0 34.4 31.9 14.5 
No Understanding 40.4 — 16.3 17.2 0.0 — 
1994 Test Set 
Full Understanding 9.7 50.5 51.3 78.6 
Partial Understanding 63.7 41.7 41.7 20.2 
No Understanding 26.6 7.9 7.2 1.1 — 
Table 4.16: Comparison of the induced grammars using KL {GKL), using MN 
{GMN) , using GI (GGI) and handcrafted grammar (G^), based on fraction 
of queries that achieved Full Understanding, Partial Understanding and No 
Understanding. 
As seen from Table 4.16，the percentages of the full understanding for 
GMN (49.3%) and GGI (50.9%) are much higher than GKL (7.6%). It is 
mainly because the use of MN or GI for spatial clustering can automatically 
acquire grammar rules with a richer set of terminals than the use of KL. 
An example is illustrated with the attribute label CITY_NAME. GMN and 
GGI are able to acquire the rule with 43 and 46 city names respectively: 
(from GMN) 
CITY一NAME milwaukee | nashville | memphis | •.. (43 city names) 
(from GGI) 
CITY-NAME phoenix | toronto | las vegas | miami | … ( 4 6 city names) 
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This category is segmented into several grammar rules in Gkl, of which 
only one is labeled as C I T Y一N A M E for parsing. The labeled grammar rule 
consists of 17 city names. 
(from GKL) 
CITY-NAME detroit I Pittsburgh | Cleveland | . . . (17 city names) 
SC込 —)• minneapolis | Oakland | orlando 
SCyj 1 a I san jose | chicago 
Similar conditions apply to the attribute label STATE_NAME, which caused 
great losses in the percentage of queries achieving Full Understanding with 
the grammar GKL, as well as a higher rate in No Understanding. 
These observations prompted us to improve the grammar induction algo-
rithm by using less computation or iterations to acquire better performance 
in natural language understanding. Hence, we develop an enhanced config-
uration in our grammar induction that leverages knowledge from the SQL 
expressions in the ATIS-3 corpora. The detail will be described in the next 
section. 
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4.5 Enhancements based on Intelligent 
Selection 
In this section, we try to make use of the SQL query that accompanies every 
training query in the ATlS domain for the intelligent selection in grammar 
induction. It is because the SQL expressions specify the action of database 
access in relation to the query, and hence provides information about mean-
ingful natural language structures that should be captured in induced gram-
mar. We will demonstrate this supervised learning techniques by using Gini 
Index for spatial clustering, and Information Gain for temporal clustering. 
We propose to perform intelligent selection between spatial and temporal 
clustering for each iteration, as well as the number of clusters formed for 
every iteration. 
4.5.1 Informed Selection between Spatial Clustering 
and Temporal Clustering 
In our baseline configuration, the iterative clustering process alternates be-
tween spatial clustering (production of N二5 SC categories) and temporal 
clustering (production of N=5 TC categories) in a rote manner. We believe 
a potential improvement is to choose between SC and TC for a given it-
eration to avoid introducing unwanted structures into our grammar. As an 
example in Table 4.17, we compare the two sets of rules of SCs and TCs 
from iteration 1 in our grammar induction process. 
As seen from Table 4.17，four of the five proposed spatial clusters from this 
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Spatial Clusters Temporal Clusters 
milwaukee | nashville show me 
paul I Petersburg flights from 
detroit | milwaukee new york 
nashville | tampa las vegas 
milwaukee | tampa a flight 
Table 4.17: The SC and TC categories generated with the baseline configu-
ration for grammar induction at iteration 1. 
iteration are (milwaukee,nashville), (detroit,milwaukee), (nashville,tampa) 
and (milwaukee,tampa), these city names are merged together as SCQ. There-
fore, the spatial clusters captured in this iteration include four city names 
as SCQ and a meaningful cluster (paul,Petersburg) captured from the sim-
ilar phrases of "saint paul" and "saint Petersburg" • The temporal clusters 
formed in this iteration only include two meaningful phrases "new york" and 
"las vegas". It seems that for this iteration, instead of choosing clustering 
for TCs, we should choose SCs in order to learn a better grammar. More 
specifically, when the grammar induction process has completed i iterations, 
the current grammar is Gi. As we proceed to the next iteration (i+1), we 
can either expand the grammar with N SC categories to produce the gram-
mar Gi+K^sc) or with N TC categories to produce the grammar Ci+i(TC)- In 
order to compare the performance of the two induced grammars Gi-^i(sc) and 
Gi+i(TC), we make use of the F-measure, described in Section 4.1, to decide 
whether we should incorporate the SC or TC categories for iteration (z + 1). 
In this way, we aim to supervise the clustering algorithm and add mostly 
meaningful language structures to the growing grammar G. In implementing 
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this selection method, we increased N from 5 to 10 in anticipation of the 
next step in which we try to "optimize" on the number of merges as well. 
4.5.2 Selecting the Number of Clusters Per Iteration 
We attempt to be more aggressive in our grammar induction algorithm to 
learn more "useful" rules per iteration. Previously, in our baseline configura-
tion, we performed some empirical experiments to set the number of clusters 
per iteration at N=5. In the current configuration, having chosen between 
SC or TC clustering for a given iteration, we have a list of N=10 rules that 
can potentially be added to the grammar. These are ranked orderly accord-
ing to the values of Gini Index or Information Gain. We first add the top 
five rules to the grammar. Thereafter, for rules 6 to 10, we consider them 
sequentially and incorporate the rule into the grammar if it contributes to-
wards an increment to the F-measure, and we stop when we encounter a rule 
that leads to a decrement or same value in the F-measure. 
4.5.3 An Example for Intelligent Selection 
Table 4.18 shows an example to illustrate the procedure in intelligent selec-
tion. As we proceed to the iteration 5, we first perform the spatial cluster-
ing and temporal clustering individually. The corresponding top ten spatial 
clusters and ten temporal clusters are selected to be incorporated into the 
grammar G4 of the iteration 4 (last iteration) respectively. We find that the 
grammar G4 with newly-added spatial clusters has higher value in F-measure 
than that of the grammar G4 with newly-added temporal clusters. Thus, we 
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adopt the spatial clustering in this iteration. Having chosen between SC oy 
TC, we first add the top five spatial clusters to the grammar. Then, we con-
sider the rules from rank 6 to 10 sequentially. We find that rule 6 contributes 
towards an increment to the F-measure, hence this rule is incorporated into 
the grammar. However, we encounter rule 7 leading to the same value in 
the F-measure as that of rule 6 due to the word "chicago" in rule 7 has 
been captured before. This terminates the procedure of the intelligent selec-
tion. Therefore, the resultant grammar G^ at iteration 5 consists of the last 
grammar G^ and the first six spatial clusters as shown in Table 4.18. 
Iteration 5 Spatial Clusters Temporal Clusters 
一 7 I phoenix SCs to 
SCs I toronto i need 
SCs I Cleveland give me 
4 baltimore | chicago salt lake city 
_5 can I could would like 
6_ los angeles | houston i'd like 
7 SCs I Chicago saint louis 
8 SCs I baltimore to SC3 
9 chicago | phoenix i would 
10 I houston flight from 
Table 4.18: The top ten Spatial Clusters (^Cs) and Temporal Clusters {TCs) 
generated with the enhanced configuration for grammar induction at itera-
tion 5. The top six SCs are incorporated iir�o the grammar G4 to produce 
the new grammar G^. 
Based on the ATIS training set, we ran the automatic grammar induction 
^SCs : milwaukee | nashville \ tampa | kansas city .. • 
2 5(75 : las vegas 丨 miami 丨 orlando 
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algorithm with the baseline configuration, i.e. using Gini Index for spatial 
clustering to produce SCs and using Information Gain for temporal cluster-
ing to produce TCs, alternating between SC and TC formation in a rote 
manner for successive iterations, it forms M(=5) clusters per iteration, and 
uses an automatic stopping criterion that terminates the iterative process 
when the relative growth in training vocabulary coverage scants 1%. As 
shown in Figure 4.9, this baseline configuration terminated at iteration 140， 
achieving a training vocabulary coverage of 90%. The enhanced approach 
(also see Figure 4.9) leverages the knowledge from the SQL expressions. The 
interim grammar at every iteration is used to parse the training queries, and 
parsed structures are compared with the desired meaningful structures ex-
tracted from the SQL expressions, using the F-measure as the evaluation 
criterion. Based on the value of the F-measure, the enhanced grammar in-
duction algorithm selects between SC or TC formation for every iteration, 
as well as the number of clusters that should be formed. The automatic 
stopping criterion is also incorporated. Figure 4.9 shows that this enhanced 
configuration terminated at iteration 70 and achieved vocabulary coverage 
of 98.33% (i.e. for words with at least M=5 occurrences) of the training set. 
This is an improvement over the baseline configuration. 
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Figure 4.9: Graph plotting the growth of grammar coverage (measured in 
terms of the percentage of words / terminals in the training corpus that 
are captured in the grammar) with respect to the number of iterations for 
both the baseline and enhanced configurations of our automatic grammar 
induction algorithm. Measurements are taken at every tenth iteration. 
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4.5.4 Evaluation 
We denote the grammar learnt with the baseline approach with GB and 
the grammar learnt with the enhanced approach with GE- NO hand-editing 
is performed to GB and GE. These two grammars are compared with a 
handcrafted grammar Gh, described in Section 4.3.1. 
(i) Recall, Precision and F-measure Results 
1993 Test Set 
Gb GE GH 
Recall 0.803 0.834 0.889 
Precision 0.323 0.325 0.634 
F-measure 0.460 0.491 0.740 
1994 Test Set 
Recall 0.779 0.824 0.90^ 
Precision 0.325 0.359 0.626 
F-measure 0.459 0.500 0.747 
Table 4.19: Comparison with the induced grammar using the baseline ap-
proach (GB), the induced grammar using the enhanced approach {Ge) and 
the handcrafted grammar {Gh)- These grammars are used to parse the test 
sets and the parsed structures are compared with those extracted from the 
SQL expressions in terms of recall, precision and F-measure. 
Table 4.19 shows that Ge performs better than Gb both in recall and 
precision values. As the enhanced configuration selects the grammar rules 
with higher values of F-measure in every iteration, hence the grammar Ge 
can capture more meaningful words or clusters, such as the following rules 
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are also absent from the GB'-
(from GE) 
SC21 five I nine | seven | ten | twelve | twenty . . . 
SC29 — december | february 
5C33 July I June | april | march 
5C39 eighth I fourth | second | seventh 
(ii) Natural Language Understanding Results 
1993 Test Set 
GE(%) GH{%) 
Full Understanding 50.9 56.9 85.5 
Partial Understanding 31.9 28.3 14.5 
No Understanding 17.2 14.7 0.0 — 
1994 Test Set 
Full Understanding 51.3 54.3 78.6 
"Partial Understanding 41.7 40.1 20.2 
No Understanding 7.2 5.6 1.1 
Table 4.20: Comparison of the induced grammar using the baseline approach 
{GB), the induced grammar using the enhanced approach {GE) and hand-
crafted grammar (GH), based on fraction of queries that achieved Full Un-
derstanding, Partial Understanding and No Understanding. 
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Table 4.20 shows that GE outperforms GB in natural language perfor-
mance. It is also because adopting the enhanced configuration in the gram-
mar induction can capture more terminals than the baseline configuration in 
some categories, such as the following rules: 
(from GE) 
AIRLINE一NAME nationair | u_s air | american | Canadian | united 
MONTH july I June | april | march 
TRANSPORT一TYPE —> car | limousine 
(from GB) 
AIRLINE-NAME american | united 
MONTH -> June 
TRANSPORT 一 T Y P E limousine 
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4.6 Chapter Summary 
This work extends the semi-automatic grammar induction approach previ-
ously proposed by [47] in four aspects: 
(1) Defining a stopping criterion to automatically terminate iterative 
grammar induction for grammar output. To find a termination point for 
the iterative grammar induction algorithm, we defined the stopping criterion 
to be where relative increment in grammar coverage scants 1%. We mea-
sured grammar coverage in terms of the vocabulary coverage in the training 
corpus. 
(2) Investigating the use of Information Gain (IG) in place of Mutual 
Information (MI) for grammar induction based on an unannotated training 
corpus. Experiments based on the ATIS-3 training corpus indicated that the 
use of IG led to better precision and recall of desired semantic categories at 
earlier stages in the grammar induction process when compared to ML We 
measured improvements in precision / recall values at every tenth iteration, 
and investigation showed that improvements for IG over MI was statistically 
significant. We concluded that the induced grammar GIG compares favorably 
with the induced grammar GMI for better precision and recall as well as 
better NLU performance in the ATlS test sets. 
(3) Exploring two distance measures: Manhattan-norm (MN) distance 
and Gini Index {GI) to alleviate the sparse data problem in the computation 
of Kullback-Liebler (KL) distance. Experiments based on ATIS-3 training 
corpus showed that the induction process using MN, or the induction process 
using GI also maintained higher recall and precision as well as terminated in 
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earlier iterations than the induction process using KL. AXIS test set results 
showed that both the grammar GMN and the grammar GQI attained better 
NLU performance when compared to the grammar GKL-
(4) Developing an enhanced configuration in our grammar induction that 
leverages knowledge from the SQL expressions in the ATIS-3 corpora. It 
is because the SQL expressions contain meaningful linguistic structures that 
specify the action of database access in relation to the queries. Our enhanced 
configuration references such knowledge to drive the decision between spatial 
and temporal clustering for each iteration, as well as the number of clusters 
formed for every iteration. Evaluations based on ATIS test sets showed that 
the enhanced configuration led to earlier termination with improved perfor-




Translation using Induced 
Grammars - Baseline Approach 
In the previous chapters, we have presented our semi-automatic grammar in-
duction framework and its enhancements. Our framework has been applied 
to both English and Chinese ATIS sentences to produce English and Chi-
nese context-free grammars respectively. In order to evaluate the quality of 
these grammars, we decide to implement a bidirectional machine translation 
system. The concept of such a system is illustrated in Figure 5.1. 
We can see from Figure 5.1 that the bidirectional machine translation 
system requires only a parser, a generator, an English grammar and a Chi-
nese grammar. Given an input sentence in English, we can parse using the 
semi-automatic English grammar. The parsed concepts obtained can then 
be passed to the generator that uses the semi-automatic Chinese grammar 
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English grammar Chinese grammar 
Chinese grammar English grammar 
• ！ 
Parsed concepts ^ 
Parser ^ Generator 
} } 
English input sentences Chinese translations 
Chinese input sentences English translations 
Figure 5.1: A unified framework for bidirectional English-Chinese machine 
translation, using semi-automatically induced grammars. The bold-faced 
words indicate English-to-Chinese translation. The remaining words indicate 
Chinese-to-English translation. 
to generate a translated Chinese output. Similarly, given an input sentence 
in Chinese, we can parse using the semi-automatic Chinese grammar. The 
parsed concepts obtained can then be passed to the generator that uses the 
semi-automatic English grammar to generate a translated English output. 
Hence, the quality of the grammars is reflected in the quality of the transla-
tion outputs. A special characteristic of this system is that bidirectionality 
can be achieved simply by swapping the grammars while the remaining parts 
of the system (and algorithms) are unchanged. 
In the following parts of this chapter, we will present some background in 
machine translation. We then proceed to describe our baseline bidirectional 
machine translation system and point out some possible aspects that need 
enhancements. 
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5.1 Background in Machine Translation 
Machine translation (MT) has similar difficulties as encountered in NLU such 
as robustness, and portability across application domains and languages. MT 
systems are difficult to develop because different languages may have distinct 
word orders as well as different linguistic features. Take the grammatical 
structures as an example, the pronouns are often omitted in Japanese, and 
there is no singular or plural form for nouns in Chinese such as “航機” can 
stand for flight or flights in English. Furthermore, it is hard to translate 
the input sentence from the source language to the target language with 
complete meaning, and in a natural and fluent way. For speech-to-speech 
translation systems, the robustness to handle disfluencies, ill-formed spoken 
sentences become another active research problem in MT processing. In order 
to tackle the difficulties in MT, many different approaches were proposed, 
such as the rule-based approach, the statistical-based approach, the example-
based approach, etc. However, there is no dominant technique for handling 
all the problems in MT. In the following subsections, we will describe the 
detail of different approaches towards MT and introduce the use of the B L E U 
score evaluation on machine translation. 
5.1.1 Rule-based Machine Translation 
The rule-based machine translation approach [5, 38] has long been used in 
the field of machine translation. This approach involves formulating rules by 
domain experts based on linguistic theories, including lexical rules, syntactic 
rules, grammar rules, etc. The rules are used to control the analysis, trans-
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fer and synthesis processes in MT. However, it is expensive and difficult to 
maintain consistent translation outputs when the number of rules increase. 
Moreover, this approach requires significant effort to handcraft the rules in 
order to scale to a larger domain. 
5.1.2 Statistical Machine Translation 
The statistical approach is based on numerical data obtained from a train-
ing corpus to perform translation. For instance, the translation process in 
IBM-CANDIDE [6] involves the use of a channel model that sentence T is 
considered to be the target of a communication channel, and its translation 
S to be the source of the channel. Using Bayes' theorem: 
(5.1) 
As P(T) is independent of S, the problem is formulated to choose the 
source S for a given target T, so as to maximize the P{S\T). Another statisti-
cal approach to develop speech-to-speech translation system, the EUTRANS 
system, makes use of stochastic finite-state network [10]. In this work, the 
language and translation models are formulated as finite-state networks that 
are automatically learned from training sentences. Therefore, it is robust to 
handle ill-formed spoken language. 
Actually, statistical approach is capable of achieving good coverage as 
long as the training data is representative enough. However, large amount of 
training data is required to model the real data. In addition, the computation 
time in processing long sentences sharply increases as the number of words 
increases. 
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5.1.3 Knowledge-based Machine Translation 
Current knowledge-based machine translation (KBMT) is based on either the 
interlingua approach or the transfer approach. In the interlingua-based ap-
proach [3，36]，translation process involves the use of a language-independent 
interlingua representation to be the intermediate structure between the source 
and target language. The interlingua representation should be designed in 
advance to encapsulate linguistic structures, general common-sense as well 
as domain-specific knowledge. The input sentence of the source language 
is parsed to produce useful information for the interlingua representation. 
Then the representation is mapped into the target language using the tar-
get language domain knowledge. For instance, the interlingua designed in 
29, 30], known as IF (Interchange Format), is used by C-STAR (Consor-
tium for Speech Translation Advanced Research) to facilitate multilingual 
speech-to-speech machine translation. 
In the transfer-based approach, the source text is interpreted into the 
source intermediate structure. Then a transfer procedure is involved to trans-
fer the information from the source intermediate structure into the target in-
termediate structure by using the mapping rules, including lexical units and 
syntactic structures. The target text is obtained from the target intermediate 
structure using the target language domain knowledge. 
The only difference between the interlingua-based approach and the transfer-
based approach is that the former approach employs an interlingua represen-
tation, whereas the latter approach makes use of two intermediate structures 
to store the information for both the source and target sentences. In actuality, 
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the interlingua-based approach facilitates the portability across languages. It 
is because the only effort to develop a new language is to construct the cor-
responding language knowledge base. However, the design of the interlingua 
requires expertise in language technologies and is labor intensive. In addi-
tion, it is difficult to cover all the linguistic phenomena by the interlingua. 
On the other hand, the mapping rules used in the transfer-based approach 
are easier to design than that of interlingua representation. The main draw-
back of the transfer-based approach is language portability because mapping 
rules are designed only to compare between the source and target languages 
involved. 
5.1.4 Example-based Machine Translation 
The example-based machine translation (EBMT) approach [8，37] requires 
a large parallel corpus of example sentences and a bilingual dictionary to 
perform translation. The input sentence of the source language is segmented 
into sequences of words, and is matched against the source language examples 
in the database. The translation is determined by finding the target language 
example, with best match on its source language example. This approach 
only requires little knowledge in language structures and models the real data 
well because examples are referenced from the training data. However, the 
performance of this approach depends on the quality of collected examples 
and the similarity between examples and input sentences. 
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5.1.5 Evaluation 
Generally, the performance of machine translation systems is judged by hu-
man evaluation based on different criteria of translation [20], such as com-
pleteness and fluency. More reliable results are derived from employing judges 
who are not involved in system development to score the translations. How-
ever, evaluation based on human judgment is too labor intensive and takes 
a long time to finish. Also, the other drawback is the performance will be 
evaluated based on the subjective judgments of humans. 
In 2001，BiLingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) was proposed in [39] as 
a method for automatic evaluation of machine translation. This methodology 
applies the matching techniques by comparing variable length phrases of 
the translated result against the reference translations. The use of multiple 
reference translations allows for the differences in word choices and word 
orders during synthesis. The evaluation process involves the computation of 
modified n-gram precision score (P^) and the sentence brevity penalty {BP). 
P^ is the number of matching n-grams between each candidate translation 
and the reference translations, divided by the number of n-grams from the 
candidate translation provided that a reference phrase cannot be used again 
for another matching after the corresponding candidate phrase is identified. 
p no. of matching n-grams 2) 
Pk — no. of n-grams from the candidate translation 
Table 5.1 shows an example for one candidate translation with two refer-
ence translations. If we consider unigram precision, there are 10 words in the 
candidate sentence of which only "is" and "there" are not found in any of the 
two reference sentences. Hence, the unigram precision is 8/10. Also, if we 
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consider bigram precision, there are 9 bigrams in the candidate sentence of 
which only "is there" and "there a" are not found in any of the two reference 
sentences. Hence, the bigram precision is 7/9. 
Candidate: "is there a dinner flight from san diego to toronto" 
Reference 1: "i'd like a flight from san diego to toronto with dinner" 
Reference 2: "show me a dinner flight from san diego to toronto" 
Table 5.1: An example for one candidate translation with two reference trans-
lations. 
If we compare two candidate translations with the same number of n-gram 
matches, the shorter candidate translation will have a smaller denominator in 
Equation 5.2, and hence it has a higher value in n-gram precision. As such n-
gram precision tends to favor shorter candidate translation. However, the n-
gram precision fails to penalize short candidate translations. Table 5.2 shows 
an example quoted from [39] to explain this problem. This example shows 
that the poor candidate translation can still achieve the unigram precision 
of 2/2 and the bigram precision of 1/1. Hence, n-gram precision tends to 
unfairly favor candidate translations with shorter length than their reference 
translations. 
The brevity penalty (BP) is therefore introduced to penalize candidate 
translations shorter than their reference translations. The brevity penalty is 
defined as a decaying exponential r/c as shown in Equation 5.3，where c is 
the length of the candidate translation and r is the closest reference sentence 
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"Candidate: "of the” 
Reference 1: "it is a guide to action that ensures that the military will 
forever heed party commands" 
Reference 2: "it is the guiding principle which guarantees the military 
forces always being under the command of the party" 
Reference 3: "it is the practical guide for the army always to heed the 
directions of the party" 
Table 5.2: An example to illustrate the problem of short candidate translation 
in the computation of modified n-gram precision. 
length. This equation is referenced from [39 . 
1 if O r 
BP = { (5.3) 
g l - r / c i f c < r 
The brevity penalty will be 1 when the candidate's length is the same as 
any reference translation's length. For instance, if there are three reference 
sentences with lengths 10，12 and 13 words and the candidate translation has 
length of 9 words, the closest reference sentence length should be 10. Hence, 
the brevity penalty will become ei—i�" (=0.895). 
As mentioned previously, the n-gram precision favors short candidate 
translations and brevity penalty can adjust for it. Actually, the traditional 
method to overcome such length-related problems is to make use of both 
precision and recall. However, recall is not a good measure for multiple 
reference translations in the B L E U score evaluation. It is because multiple 
reference translations provide different word choices to evaluate the candidate 
translation. If a candidate translation is translated to have all the word 
choices from the reference translations, it may result in a higher recall value, 
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but it may not be a good candidate translation. 
Candidate 1: “I always continuously perpetually work" 
Candidate 2: “I always work" 
Reference 1: “I always work" 
Reference 2: “I continuously work" 
Reference 3: "I perpetually work" 
Table 5.3: An example to illustrate the problem of the use of recall for 
multiple reference translations. 
Table 5.3 shows that the first candidate can recall all the words from refer-
ences, however, this candidate translation is worse than the second candidate 
translation. 
In order to compute the B L E U score for entire test corpus, the n-gram 
precision score (P^) is formulated as Equation 5.4 to handle all the utterances 
in the test corpus. This equation is referenced from [39 • 
p, = Ef=i MatcKii) (5 4) 
YA=I Candn{i) 
U ： Total number of utterances in the test corpus 
i ： The ith utterance in the test corpus 
Candn{i) : Number of n-grams from the candidate translation for the 
utterance in the test corpus 
Matchnif) • Number of matching n-grams between the candidate translation 
and the reference sentences for the utterance in the test 
corpus 
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By considering the entire test corpus, the brevity penalty {BP') is for-
mulated as Equation 5.5 to compute the decaying exponential in r'丨d. This 
equation is referenced from [39 . 
, 1 if c > r , � 
= { , , (5.5) 
g l - r / c i f < r 
where 
U : Total number of utterances in the test corpus 
i ： The fth utterance in the test corpus 
c{i) : The length of the candidate translation for the utterance 
in the test corpus 
r{i) : The closest reference sentence length for the utterance 
in the test corpus 
Hence, the B L E U score for the entire test corpus is formulated as shown 
in Equation 5.6. This equation is referenced from [39. 
N 
BLEU 二 BP' x EXP{Y^ WN log P；) (5.6) 
n = l 
where N is the length of the n-grams and Wn is uniform weight 1/N. 
If we consider up to the length of 4-grams, we use N = 4： and Wn = 1/4. 
It is pointed out in [39] that the modified n-gram precision decays roughly 
exponentially with n. In order to consider this exponential decay, B L E U takes 
the average logarithm with the uniform weight (wn), which is equivalent to 
using the geometric mean of the modified n-gram precisions. Hence, the 
B L E U score can be more sensitive to longer n-grams. 
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5.2 Baseline Configuration on Bidirectional 
Machine Translation System 
In this section, we will introduce the framework of the bidirectional machine 
translation system previously proposed in [48]. To perform an example-based 
translation approach between English and Chinese, we need the following four 
components: 
1. A semantic parser with parallel English and Chinese grammars 
2. A tokenizer with a Chinese lexicon. 
3. A bilingual dictionary. 
4. A set of English-Chinese concept alignments. 
The bottom-up semantic parser is used to parse the input sentence into 
sequences of semantic concepts for further translation. The tokenizer is only 
required for Chinese input sentence to tokenize characters into words before 
parsing. The bilingual dictionary is used in the translation between English 
and Chinese concepts. The concept alignments serve as example templates 
for bidirectional sentence translation. We will first describe the bilingual 
dictionary and the concept alignments in detail. We then proceed to explain 
the translation processes involved in our system. 
5.2.1 Bilingual Dictionary 
The bilingual dictionary is derived from the semi-automatic grammars. We 
manually map the corresponding English and Chinese pairs of words / phrases. 
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For example: 
English grammar: 
CITY-NAME — chicago | Cincinnati | Cleveland | columbus | dallas . • • 
Chinese grammar: 
CITY_NAME 芝 加 哥 I 辛 辛 那 提 I 克 里 夫 蘭 I 哥 倫 布 I 達 拉 斯 ... 
The mapping becomes: 
chicago 芝加 
Cincinnati O 辛 辛 那 提 
Cleveland U克里夫蘭 
• • 
： ^ ： 
Following the procedure of mapping between English and Chinese gram-
mars, we can acquire a bilingual dictionary. 
5.2.2 Concept Alignments 
The examples from the training sentences are used as the templates for 
English-Chinese translation in keeping control on word / phrase ordering 
of the translation output. The example templates are obtained from map-
ping concepts between the English semantic parse tree (e.g. Figure 5.2) and 
Chinese semantic parse tree (e.g. Figure 5.3) of the parallel training corpora. 
In order to indicate the balance of concepts between English aid Chinese 
queries, an alignment score on every pair of English and Chinese queries is 
computed based on the following equation. 
G M + � T 
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Sa : Alignment score 
Cm Number of mismatched English / Chinese concepts 
CT ： Number of matched English / Chinese concepts 
For the alignment shown in Figure 5.4, an alignment score = 1 - 二 
0.97. The only mismatched concept is E . P R E I ("on"). A concept is consid-
ered as a mismatch if it is not matched with a corresponding concept (un-
linked) in opposite language, and it is not contained by a matched concept 
from the top level in the semantic parse tree. The top-level concepts in Figure 
5.4 are underlined. Since the unlinked concepts E . D A Y ("the eighteenth"), 
E.PRE2 ("on"), E . P R E S ("of") and C . D I G I T ( “十八” ) a r e contained by the 
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5.2.3 Translation Process 
After introducing the components required for translation, we proceed to 
describe the translation process in detail. The translation procedures involve 
the process of matching and generating, 
i. The Matching Process 
In the matching process, the input sentence from the source language is 
initially parsed to produce a semantic tree. By comparing this semantic tree 
of the input sentence to the example templates of concept alignments, the 
system will attempt to find all the examples, which have the same concept se-
quences as the top-level concepts in the input semantic tree. If there is no ex-
act match of the concept alignments, the system will apply robust technique 
to filter some concepts such as DUMMY (filler: please | okay | ...) and PRE 
(preposition: at | on | by | ...) from both the top-level concepts in the input 
semantic tree and the concept sequences from the concept alignments. Then, 
the system will try to find the modified concept alignments that contain all 
the top-level concepts in modified input semantic tree, without considering 
the sequences of concepts. If the robust matching still fails, direct transla-
tion based on the top-level concepts of the input semantic tree will take place. 
ii. The Generating Process 
For both exact and robust matching, the translation output will be pro-
duced according to the concept sequences of the target language stated in 
the concept alignment examples. The value for each concept of the target 
language will be generated based on the corresponding source language con-
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cept and its terminal, referenced from the bilingual dictionary. If the concept 
consists of other concepts, the recursive search will go down and branch into 
the semantic tree until a terminal is reached. As the translation output 
is produced based on the concept sequences stated in the selected concept 
alignments, the word order for the translation output is preserved. On the 
contrary, if the input semantic tree does not match with the alignment ex-
amples, the word order for the target text is not guaranteed. 
5.2.4 Two Aspects for Enhancements 
According to the baseline configuration of the bidirectional machine trans-
lation system, we discovered the following two possible aspects that need 
enhancements. 
i. Alignment Scheme for Concept Alignments 
We found that all the concepts carry equal weight in the alignment 
score (see Equation 5.7). However, the translation performance was 
directly affected if the algorithm selects the example templates that 
are missing important concepts. Hence we attempt to develop an en-
hanced alignment scheme to distinguish the important concepts from 
less important ones so as to select better example templates. 
ii. Grammar Checking for Translation Outputs 
Another aspect of the baseline machine translation system is the oc-
currences of syntactic errors in Chinese-to-English translation. We will 
try to develop a grammar checker to cover the following three types of 
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grammatical features that occurred frequently in the English transla-
tion output: (1) agreement within a noun phrase, (2) agreement be-
tween verbs and nouns and (3) selection of the appropriate articles. 
5.3 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have introduced the task of machine translation in order 
to evaluate the quality of both English and Chinese context-free grammars 
produced by our semi-automatic grammar induction algorithm. We have 
also described the baseline configuration of the bidirectional machine trans-
lation system previously proposed in [48]. The example-based translation 
approach requires example templates obtained from the parallel English and 
Chinese AXIS training sentences. Translation between English and Chinese 
concepts is based on a bilingual dictionary derived from the parallel grammar. 
Translation outputs are produced after performing matching and generating 
processes. According to this baseline configuration of translation, we found 
that the translation performance was affected by selecting the concept align-
ments that are missing important concepts. Moreover, syntactic errors are 
found in the Chinese-to-English translation. Therefore, we intend to propose 
two enhancements based on these aspects. 
i. Investigation of an enhanced alignment scheme that filters example 
templates that miss important semantic concepts. 







In this chapter, we attempt to develop the task of machine translation (MT) 
to evaluate our induced grammars. We aim to perform an example-based 
bidirectional machine translation system between English and Chinese for 
ATIS domain. The translation system is based on the framework previously 
proposed in [48], and the detail of the translation is described in Section 5.2. 
We try to investigate an enhanced alignment scoring scheme to avoid selecting 
example templates that miss important semantic concepts. In addition, we 
attempt to develop a grammar checker in order to correct the syntactic errors 
in the Chinese-to-English translation. We also perform an evaluation on the 
m-hest translation outputs produced by our bidirectional machine translation 
system by means of modified B L E U score. 
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6.1 Concept Alignments 
Our approach towards machine translation is based on example templates 
obtained from the parallel English ATLS and translated Chinese ATLS corpora. 
The purpose of the example-based concept alignments is to maintain the 
ordering of the concepts in the translation output. Hence, the translation 
performance will be directly affected by the translation quality of the parallel 
Chinese corpus. We aim to avoid selecting the example templates that are 
missing important concepts. 
In the baseline alignment scheme, we discovered two possible aspects that 
need enhancements. First, all the mismatched concepts carry equal weight 
in the computation of alignment score (see Equation 5.7). However, some 
concepts should be more important than others. For example, ORIGIN, DES-
TINATION are key concepts in the ATLS domain. On the contrary, PREPOSI-
TION, FILLER are not very important in translation. Hence, we attempt to 
develop an enhanced alignment scheme to distinguish concepts based on their 
degrees of importance for language understanding. The second problem is 
due to the assumption that only the top-level unlinked concepts are consid-
ered as a mismatch. For example, the concept E . C I T Y _ N A M E 3 in Figure 6.1 
is not counted as a mismatch because it is contained by the top-level concept 
E.ROUTING. However, if this alignment with unlinked concepts is selected, 
the translation may generate the output with incomplete meaning. Hence, we 
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6.1.1 Enhanced Alignment Scheme 
In this section, we will introduce an enhanced alignment scoring scheme in 
order to prevent choosing example templates that miss important semantic 
concepts. The enhanced alignment scheme aims to solve the two mentioned 
problems of the baseline alignment scheme. 
First, we consider concepts in different degrees of importance for the ATIS 
domain. We classify all the concepts into three categories: (1) nonterminal, 
(2) key preterminal and (3) non-key preterminal. Examples of the concepts 
for the three categories are shown in Table 6.1. The classification of all 
the concepts are listed in Appendix C. Nonterminal concepts should be the 
most important category because it may contain nonterminal or preterminal 
concepts. The translation quality would be degraded if the nonterminal 
concepts are mismatched in the selected alignment. Preterminal concepts 
are divided into two groups, and they are identified as either (i) key or (ii) 
non-key according to the degrees of importance. 
Also, we found that if the alignment missing low-level concepts is se-
lected, the translation may generate the output with incomplete meaning 
also. Hence, under our enhanced alignment scheme, a concept is defined 
as a mismatch when it is not matched with a corresponding concept (un-
linked) in opposite language. Therefore, a mismatched concept includes the 
unlinked concept that is contained by a top-level matched concept in the 
semantic parse tree. For instance, the concept E . C I T Y _ N A M E3 in Figure 6.1 
is also counted as a mismatched concept, even it is contained by the top-level 
concept E.ROUTING (E.DESTINATION E.ORIGIN2). 
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Category Example 
Nonterminal E.ORiGiNl E . F R O M I E . C I T Y一N A M E I 
E.DESTINATION E.TO CITY_NAME2 
E.ROUTING —E.DESTINATION E.ORIGIN2 
Key preterminal E . C I T Y _ N A M E 1 —> burbank 
E.DAY一NAME —tomorrow 
Non-key preterminal QUERY —what 
E.FLIGHT flights 
Table 6.1: 3 categories of concepts and their corresponding examples refer-
enced from Figure 6.1. 
Since concepts are assigned to three different categories based on the 
degrees of importance, the alignment score (see Equation 5.7) for computing 
the balance of an alignment becomes: 
S P 1 - • 爪 巧 ( 6 . 1 ) 
: Enhanced alignment score 
m : Number of mismatched English / Chinese concepts 
t : Number of matched English / Chinese concepts 
Wi : Assigned weight of concept 
In the next section, we will try to find out an appropriate weighing scheme 
assigning for the three categories in the computation of the enhanced align-
ment score in Equation 6.1. 
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6.1.2 Experiment 
This experiment aims to investigate the appropriate weights for the three 
categories defined in the Section 6.1.1. Then we can compare the performance 
between the baseline and the enhanced alignment scheme. First, we consider 
four different sets of weights for the three categories as shown in Table 6.2. 
For each set of configuration, the sum of the weights for the three categories 
are equal. 
Category Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 
Nonterminal 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.8 
Key preterminal 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.6 
Non-key preterminal 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.4 
Sum 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 
Table 6.2: 4 sets of weight configurations for 3 categories. 
We acquire the same set of concept alignments with different alignment 
scores based on the four sets of weights. The alignment scores are computed 
according to the Equation 6.1. We conducted this experiment by using the 
ATIS training set. Before translating an input training sentence, we have to 
first eliminate the corresponding alignment derived from that input training 
sentence. This can ensure that the translation for the input sentence would 
not select its own alignment so that the performance of other alignments can 
be evaluated. 
The translation outputs generated by using the enhanced alignment scheme 
with these four sets of weights are compared with the outputs produced based 
on the baseline alignment scheme. We compare the quality of the translation 
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outputs based on the completeness of meaning. Take the Chinese-to-English 
translation in Table 6.3 as an example, the output based on the enhanced 
alignment scheme acquires a complete meaning. However, the output based 
on the baseline alignment scheme misses the concept of DESTINATION (i.e. 
“to burbank") as well as the concept of P E R I O D (i.e. “evening，，）. For the 
English-to-Chinese translation outputs in Table 6.3, the enhanced output 
acquires full concepts, and the baseline output misses the concepts of the 
P E R I O D (i.e. “傍晚”)and Q U A N T I T Y (i.e. “一 架” )• Hence, we concluded 
that the two enhanced outputs are translated better than the two baseline 
outputs. 
Based on the judgment on the translation quality between the use of 
baseline and the enhanced alignment schemes, we obtain the results in Table 
6.4. We found that the translation outputs based on all four sets of weights 
by using the enhanced approach also have better performance than that of 
using baseline approach. We discovered that the translation outputs based 
on set 4 configuration perform the best among the four sets of weights. We 
concluded that we can make use of the Set 4 configuration of weight for 
the computation of the enhanced alignment score (see Equation 6.1) in the 
enhanced alignment scheme. 
After finding out the appropriate weights used in the enhanced alignment 
scheme, we will introduce the use of a grammar checker in the next section 
to further the improvements on our translation system. 
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Chinese-to-English translation 
"Chinese input: “ 有邊班機係星期日傍晚由聖路易斯飛去波班克” 
Baseline output : "which flights from saint louis on Sunday" 
Enhanced output: "which flights to burbank from saint louis on Sunday 
evening" 
English-to-Chinese translation 
English input: "i need a flight from Pittsburgh to los angeles 
thursday evening" 
Baseline output: “ 我 想 係 星 期 四 由 匹 兹 堡 去 洛 杉 機 既 航 機 ” 
Enhanced output: “ 我 要 一 架 係 星 期 四 傍 晚 由 匹 兹 堡 去 洛 杉 碟 
— 既航機” 
Table 6.3: Two examples of translation outputs generated using baseline 
and enhanced alignment scheme. For the Chinese-to-English translation, 
the enhanced output acquires full concepts and the baseline output misses 
the concepts of D E S T I N A T I O N ("to burbank") and P E R I O D ("evening"). For 
the English-to-Chinese translation, the enhanced output also acquires full 
concepts, and the baseline output misses the concepts of PERIOD (“傍晚”) 
and QUANTITY (“一 架，，).Hence, the two enhanced outputs are translated 
better than the two baseline outputs. 
Chinese-to-English English-to-Chinese Total 
Set 1 3 18 21 
Set 2 4 一 n 25 
Set 3 26 ^ 49 
Set 4 - 37 24 61— 
Table 6.4: The number of translation outputs of the four sets of weighing 
schemes (refer to Table 6.2) by using the enhanced alignment scheme, for 
which are judged to have full concepts and the corresponding translation 
outputs generated using enhanced alignment scheme miss some concepts. 
This experiment is based on the ATLS training set. 
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6.2 Grammar Checker 
In our bidirectional machine translation system, syntactic errors are found 
in the Chinese-to-English translations. This problem is non-existent in the 
English-to-Chinese translations because Chinese does not need number agree-
ment and has no inflectional forms. It has been pointed out in [48] that this 
problem is mainly due to random selection of terminals after context-free 
grammar rules being identified during translation (e.g. FLIGHT -> flight 
flights). However, it is difficult to identify the problem during translation. It 
is because we cannot ensure the syntactic structures of every word without 
obtaining the complete sentence. For instance, "round trips" should be iden-
tified as a noun phrase independently. However, this noun phrase will act 
as an adjective when it is followed by the noun "prices". We can ensure the 
syntactic structures of every word only when the whole sentence is obtained. 
Hence, the grammar checker is developed to correct the syntactic errors of 
the outputs generated by our translation system. 
We discovered 287 sentences with syntactic errors in the English trans-
lation outputs from the ATIS training set (1564 sentences). Some examples 
with syntactic errors are shown in Table 6.5. Based on the syntactic errors 
found in the English translation outputs, we attempt to design a grammar 
checker to cover the following three types of grammatical features: 
1. Agreement within a noun phrase 
2. Agreement between verbs and nouns 
3. Selection of appropriate articles 
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I. Number agreement problem 
Translated: “tell me the cheapest round trips prices from san francisco" 
Correc t : "tell me [the cheapest round trip price] from san francisco" 
II. Noun-verb agreement problem 
Translated: "which flights starts from san francisco on monday" 
Correc t : "which [flights start] from san francisco on monday" 
III. Article selection problem 
Translated: "i want a afternoon flight from Cincinnati to burbank" 
Correc t : "i want [an afternoon] flight from Cincinnati to burbank" 
Table 6.5: Examples of translation outputs with syntactic errors and its 
corresponding correct outputs. 
6.2.1 Components for Grammar Checking 
In this section, we will introduce the use of two components for grammar 
correction: (1) syntactic labels and (2) transformational rules. In order to 
handle the number agreement problem within a noun phrase and agreement 
between verbs and nouns, we classify all the words into three groups of syntac-
tic labels: nouns, verbs and agreement modifiers (some examples are shown 
in Table 6.6). Also, we design other four labels so as to handle the article 
selection problem (some examples are shown in Table 6.7). Table 6.8 shows 
all the syntactic labels and the corresponding meanings. An example of the 
labeling process is shown in Table 6.9. 
Figure 6.2 shows the procedures of acquiring the transformational rules 
for the grammar checker. For each English translation output with syntactic 
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Category of nouns 
SING flight I airline | nonstop | . . . 
PLUR flights I airlines | nonstops | … 
Category of verbs 
S_VERB lists I leaves | starts | lands | . . . 
P_VERB list I leave | start | land | . . . 
I_VERB listing I leaving | starting | landing | . . . 
Category of agreement modifiers 
SING a I an I 
PLUR all I any | 
SUPER cheapest | lowest | least | … 
Table 6.6: Examples of labels for words in the categories of nouns, verbs 
and other types of words for the agreement modifiers. These labels are used 
to handle agreement problems within a noun phrase and agreement between 
verbs and nouns. 
A a 
AN an 
VOWEL airline | afternoon | early | hour | . . . 
NON-V flight I nonstop | ticket | fare | •.. 
Table 6.7: Examples of labels to handle the article selection problem. 
errors (wrong sentence), we manually correct the corresponding errors to 
produce a grammatically correct output {correct sentence). Both wrong and 
correct sentences are then tagged with syntactic labels, and will be passed to 
the handcrafting procedures. Handcrafting procedures involve the following 
three steps: 
Step 1: Find out the difference of the syntactic labels between the wrong 
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Types of labels Meaning 
SING words in singular form (except verb) 
PLUR words in plural form (except verb) 
NORM neither in singular nor plural form (except verb) 
S_VERB verbs in singular form 
P 一 V E R B verbs in plural form 
I—VERB verbs in "ing" form 
AND the word "and" 
SUPER superlative words (classified as singular SING 
since it expresses the highest degree) 
A the word "a" 
AN the word "an" 
VOWEL words beginning with a vowel or a vowel sound 
NON-v words not beginning with a vowel and a vowel sound 
Table 6.8: Different types of syntactic labels and their corresponding mean-
ing-
Translation: "tell me all Canadian airlines flight from toronto" 
Labeling： P_VERB NORM PLUR NORM PLUR SING NORM NORM 
Table 6.9: The labeling process for the English translation based on the 
labels listed in Table 6.8. 
and correct sentences. 
Step 2: Handcraft the transformational rules based on the criterion spe-
cific to each type of syntactic error. 
Step 3: Apply the handcrafted transformational rules to the syntactic 
labels of the wrong sentence. 
These procedures will continue until there is no difference of the syntactic 
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labels between the wrong and correct sentences. 
English translation / \ English translation 
with syntactic errors ^ Manual ^ without syntactic error 
(wrong) correction J (correct) 
/ "N / N 
Tagging Tagging 
\ J V ‘ 
/ N 
Wrong sentence with Handcrafting Correct sentence with 




Figure 6.2: Procedures of acquiring the transformational rules for the gram-
mar checker. For each English translation output with syntactic errors, we 
manually correct the corresponding errors to produce a grammatically correct 
output. 
We have designed three sets of transformational rules, which are incorpo-
rated into the grammar checker to help correcting the following three types 
of syntactic errors, 
i. Agreement within a Noun Phrase 
Noun phrase consists of nouns, and may contain articles, adjectives or 
adverbs. We discovered 242 sentences in the English translation outputs from 
the A T I S training set with the agreement problem within a noun phrase. The 
grammar checking procedure for this problem is divided into two stages. 
In stage one, we consider the agreement problem of nouns. Based on the 
difference of the syntactic labels between the correct and wrong sentences, we 
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Wrong: show me the cheapest Canadian flights 
Correct: show me the cheapest Canadian flight 
After tagging with syntactic labels 
Wrong： P_VERB NORM NORM [SING NORM] P L U R 
Correct： P_VERB NORM NORM SING NORM SING 
Table 6.10: Table showing the grammatically correct and wrong sentences 
and also their corresponding syntactic labels after tagging. The grammati-
cally wrong sentence has the agreement problem of the noun "flights" • The 
considered labels for the transformational rule are contained in the square 
bracket. The difference of the syntactic labels between the correct and wrong 
sentences are underlined. The underlined label in the correct sentence will 
become the target label of the transformational rule based on the previous 
bigram labels (i.e. SING NORM ) in the wrong sentence. Hence, the transfor-
mational rule SING(“2) N O R M ( “ i ) S I N G � is acquired, where the value in 
the bracket is the corresponding position of that label in the sentence. 
can handcraft the rule based on the previous bigram labels of that distinct 
label. Table 6.10 shows that the only distinct label between the correct and 
wrong sentences is the label of the word "flights". The corresponding label 
SING in the correct sentence will become the target label of the transforma-
tional rule based on the previous bigram labels (i.e. SING NORM). Hence, a 
transformational rule is acquired (i.e. SLNG(i—2) N O R M ( “ I ) S I N G � ) • This 
rule will be applied to transform the syntactic labels in the wrong sentence. 
After applying this new transformational rule, there is no difference of the 
syntactic labels between the correct and wrong sentences. Following these 
handcrafting procedures, we have manually designed six transformational 
rules in stage one. These six rules will be first applied to the wrong sen-
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tences with agreement problem of nouns before we proceed to derive the 
rules in stage two. Hence, the set of rules designed in stage one has higher 
priority than the set of rules derived in stage two. 
Wrong: tell me all Canadian airlines flights today 
Correct: tell me all Canadian airline flights today 
After tagging with syntactic labels 
Wrong： P_VERB NORM PLUR NORM [PLUR PLUR] NORM 
Correct： P_VERB NORM PLUR NORM SING PLUR NORM 
Table 6.11: Table showing the grammatically correct and wrong sentences 
and also their corresponding syntactic labels after tagging. The grammati-
cally wrong sentence has the agreement problem of the noun modifier "air-
lines" . T h e considered labels for the transformational rule are contained in 
the square bracket. The difference of the syntactic labels between the correct 
and wrong sentences are underlined. The underlined label in the correct sen-
tence will become the target label of the transformational rule based on the 
labels of the two successive nouns "airlines flights" in the wrong sentence. 
Hence, the transformational rule P L U R � PLUR(I+I) S I N G � is acquired, 
where the value in the bracket is the corresponding position of that label in 
the sentence. 
In stage two, we consider the noun modifier which is the noun followed 
by another noun. Based on the difference of the syntactic labels between the 
correct and wrong sentences, we can handcraft the rule based on the bigram 
labels of two successive nouns. Table 6.11 shows that the only distinct label 
between the correct and wrong sentences is the label of the word "airlines" • 
The corresponding label SING in the correct sentence will become the target 
label of the transformational rule based on the bigram labels of the two nouns 
(i.e."airlines flights") in the wrong sentence. Hence, a transformational rule 
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is acquired (i.e. PLUR� PLUR(i+i) S I N G � ) . T h i s rule will be applied to 
transform the syntactic labels in the wrong sentence. After applying this new 
transformational rule, there is no difference of the syntactic labels between 
the correct and wrong sentences. Following these handcrafting procedures 
for each sentence with the agreement problem for the noun modifier, we have 
manually designed two transformational rules in stage two. 
All the transformational rules derived from the above two stages are 
shown in Table 6.12. 
Stage 1: Consider number agreement of nouns 
PLUR(J_2) NORM(I_I) P L U R � 
S I N G ( “ 2 ) N O R M ( H ) S I N G � 
N 0 R M ( “ 2 ) PLUR(I-I ) P L U R � 
N0RM(^_2) S I N G ( “ I ) - > S I N G � 
SING(^-2) SING(^_I) - > S I N G � 
P L U R ( “ 2 ) PLUR(I-I) - > P L U R � 
Stage 2: Consider noun modifiers 
PLUR(^ ) SING(评 1) — SING� 
P L U R � PLUR(^+I) — S I N G � 
Table 6.12: Transformational rules used for tackling agreement problem 
within a noun phrase. The value in the bracket is the corresponding po-
sition of that label in the sentence. 
Table 6.13 shows the two-stage process in tackling the number agreement 
problem of the two nouns "airlines" and "flight". In the first stage, the 
target label of the transformational rule represents the label of the word 
following the previous bigram. The rule NORM(2) PLUR(3) - > PLUR(4) is first 
applied. Afterwards, the two rules PLUR(3) PLUR(4) PLUR(5) and PLUR(4) 
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Input: tell me all Canadian airlines flight 
Labels： p 一 V E R B NORM PLUR NORM PLUR SING 
Stage 1： [NORM(2) PLUR(3)] PLUR(ZT) 
[PLUR(3) PLUR(4)] PLUR(5) 
[PLUR � PLUR(5)] PLUR(6) 
Stage 2: [PLUR(.” PLUR(6)] 
Output： P_VERB NORM PLUR NORM SING � PLUR 
Table 6.13: Table showing the two-stage process for handling the number 
agreement problem within a noun phrase. In stage one, the rule NORM(2) 
PLUR(3) — P L U R � is first applied. Afterwards, the two rules PLUR(3) PLUR(4) 
PLUR(5) and PLUR(4) PLUR(5) PLUR(6) are also applied to subsequently 
alter the label of the word "flight" from SING to PLUR. In stage two, the 
rule pluR(5) pluR(6) sinG(5) is applied to change the label of the noun 
"airlines" to SING. The labels in the square brackets are matched with the 
transformational rules. The modified labels are underlined. 
PLUR(5) PLUR(6) are also applied. Hence, the label of the word "flight" is 
subsequently altered from SING to PLUR. In the second stage, the target label 
of the transformational rule represents the label of the noun modifier. The 
rule pluR(5) pluR(6) SING(5) is applied. Hence, the label of "airlines" is 
changed to SING. Finally, we can acquire a correct noun phrase "all Canadian 
airline flights" by using the output labels in this transforming process. An 
example with the whole grammar checking procedures is shown in Table 6.14. 
After performing this grammar correction based on the ATlS training set, all 
the English translation outputs with the number agreement problem within 
a noun phrase are corrected, 
ii. Agreement between Verbs and Nouns 
Noun-verb agreement problem mainly involves errors due to simple present 
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Chinese-to-English translation 
I n p u t : “ 話我知所有由多倫多起飛既加拿大航空航機” 
Output: "tell me all Canadian airlines flight from toronto" 
Grammar checking 
Labeling： P . V E R B N O R M P L U R N O R M P L U R SING N O R M N O R M 
Transforming: P - V E R B N O R M P L U R N O R M SING P L U R N O R M N O R M 
Generating: "tell me all Canadian airline flights from toronto" 
Table 6.14: Table showing the procedures for tackling agreement problem 
within a noun phrase. The grammar checker begins with tagging the words 
in the English translation output by the set of syntactic labels (see Table 
6.6). The labels of the words "airlines" and "flight" are altered to SING 
and P L U R respectively in the transforming process. A grammatically correct 
output sentence is generated based on the transformed syntactic labels. The 
modified labels are underlined. 
tense and present participle. We discovered 186 sentences in the English 
translation outputs from the ATIS training set with the agreement problem 
between verbs and nouns. The grammar checking procedure for this problem 
is also divided into two stages. 
In stage one, we try to normalize the verb coming after a noun to its root 
form. Based on the difference of the syntactic labels between the correct and 
wrong sentences, we can handcraft the rule based on the bigram labels of 
the noun-verb pair. Table 6.15 shows that the only distinct label between 
the correct and wrong sentences is the label of the verb "starts" • The corre-
sponding label P _ V E R B in the correct sentence will become the target label 
of the transformational rule based on the bigram labels of the noun-verb 
pair (i.e. "flights starts"). Hence, a transformational rule is acquired (i.e. 
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Wrong: which flights starts from san francisco 
Correct: which flights start from san francisco 
After tagging with syntactic labels 
Wrong: N O R M [PLUR S - V E R B ] N O R M NORM NORM 
Correct: N O R M P L U R P - V E R B N O R M NORM NORM 
Table 6.15: Table showing the grammatically correct and wrong sentences 
and also their corresponding syntactic labels after tagging. The grammati-
cally wrong sentence has the agreement problem of the noun-verb pair "flights . 
starts". The considered labels for the transformational rule are contained in 
the square bracket. The difference of the syntactic labels between the cor-
rect and wrong sentences are underlined. The underlined label in the correct 
sentence will become the target label of the transformational rule based on 
the labels of the noun-verb pair (i.e."flights starts") in the wrong sentence. 
Hence, the transformational rule PLUR(I_I) S _ V E R B � P _ V E R B � is ac-
quired, where the value in the bracket is the corresponding position of that 
label in the sentence. 
PLUR(I_I) S _ V E R B � P _ V E R B ⑷ ） . T h i s rule will be applied to transform 
the syntactic labels in the wrong sentence. After applying this new trans-
formational rule, there is no difference of the syntactic labels between the 
correct and wrong sentences. Following these handcrafting procedures, we 
have manually designed four transformational rules in stage one. These four 
rules will be first applied to the wrong sentences with agreement problem of 
noun-verb pair before we proceed to derive the rules in stage two. Hence, 
the set of rules designed in stage one has higher priority than the set of rules 
derived in stage two. 
In stage two, we consider the present participles. Based on the difference 
of the syntactic labels between the correct and wrong sentences, we can 
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Wrong: list flights land at boston airport 
Correct: list flights landing at boston airport 
After tagging with syntactic labels 
W r o n g： [P_VERB] PLUR [P.VERB] NORM NORM NORM 
Correct: P . V E R B PLUR I_VERB NORM NORM NORM 
Table 6.16: Table showing the grammatically correct and wrong sentences 
and also their corresponding syntactic labels after tagging. The grammati-
cally wrong sentence has the problem of the second verb (i.e."land"), that 
should be a present participle. The considered labels for the transformational 
rule are contained in the square brackets. The difference of the syntactic la-
bels between the correct and wrong sentences are underlined. The underlined 
label in the correct sentence will become the target label of the transforma-
tional rule based on the labels of the two verbs "list" and "land" in the wrong 
sentence. Hence, the transformational rule P _ V E R B � P _ V E R B � I _ V E R B � 
is acquired, where the value in the bracket is the corresponding position of 
that label in the sentence (j > i). 
handcraft the rule based on the labels of two verbs. Table 6.16 shows that 
the only distinct label between the correct and wrong sentences is the label 
of the verb "land" • The corresponding label I . V E R B in the correct sentence 
will become the target label of the transformational rule based on the labels 
of the two verbs (i.e. "list" and "land"). Hence, a transformational rule 
is acquired (i.e. P_VERB(I) P _ V E R B ( 力 I _ V E R B ( 力 ， w h e r e j > i). This rule 
will be applied to transform the syntactic labels in the wrong sentence. After 
applying this new transformational rule, there is no difference of the syntactic 
labels between the correct and wrong sentences. Following these handcrafting 
procedures, we have manually designed ten transformational rules in stage 
two. 
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All the transformational rules for handling the noun-verb agreement prob-
lem are listed in Table 6.17. 
Stage 1: Normalize to the root form 
S I N G ( “ I ) P _ V E R B � S_VERB(J) 
S I N G ( I _ I ) I _ V E R B � S _ V E R B ( I ) 
PLUR(I_I) S _ V E R B � P _ V E R B � 
P L U R ( I _ I ) I _ V E R B � P _ V E R B � 
Stage 2: Consider the present participles 
S _ V E R B � P _ V E R B � I - V E R B � 
P _ V E R B � P _ V E R B � — I _ V E R B � 
S _ V E R B ( I ) S _ V E R B � I _ V E R B � 
P _ V E R B ( I ) S _ V E R B � I - V E R B � 
S - V E R B � A N D � P_VERB(FC) S-VERB(FC) 
P _ V E R B � A N D � S-VERB(FC) P _ V E R B � 
I 一 V E R B � A N D � S-VERB(FC) I-VERB(FC) 
I 一 V E R B � A N D⑴ P一VERB(FC) - > I-VERB(FC) 
S 一 V E R B � A N D � I-VERB(FC) S-VERB(FC) 
P - V E R B � A N D � I-VERB(FC) P_VERB(FC) 
Table 6.17: Transformational rules used for tackling agreement problem be-
tween verbs and nouns. The value in the bracket is the corresponding position 
of that label in the sentence {k > j > i). 
Table 6.18 shows the two-stage process in handling the noun-verb agree-
ment problem. In the first stage, the target label of the transformational 
rule represents the label of the verb following the noun. Table 6.18 shows 
that the labels of the noun-verb pair "flights lands" are matched with the 
rule (PLUR(2) S_VERB(3) P_VERB(3)). Hence, the grammar checker alters 
the label of the verb "lands" from S_VERB to P_VERB according to the tar-
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Input: list flights lands at boston airport 
Labels： P _ V E R B [PLUR(2) S_VERB(3)] NORM NORM SING 
Stage 1： P - V E R B � 
Stage 2: [P_VERB(I) P一VERB(3)] 
Output： P _ V E R B PLUR I_VERB � NORM NORM SING 
Table 6.18: Table showing the two-stage process for handling the noun-verb 
agreement problem. In stage one, the rule PLUR(2) S-VERB(3) P_VERB(3) 
is applied to change the label of the verb "lands" to P_VERB . In stage two, 
the rule P_VERB(I) P_VERB(3) I_VERB(3) is applied to change the label of 
the verb "lands" to L_VERB. The labels in the square brackets are matched 
with the transformational rules. The modified labels are underlined. 
get label of the matched rule. In the second stage, the target label of the 
transformational rule represents the label of the second considered verb. We 
consider the labels S . V E R B , P . V E R B and A N D in this stage. Table 6.18 shows 
that the labels of the two verbs "list" and "lands" are matched with the rule 
(p_VERB(I) P_VERB(3) - > i_VERB(3)). Hence, the label of the verb "lands" is 
changed to present participle based on the target label of the matched rule. 
An example with the whole grammar checking procedures is shown in Table 
6.19. After performing this grammar correction based on the ATLS train-
ing set, 93% of the English translation outputs with the number agreement 
problem between verbs and nouns are corrected. Only 12 sentences with this 
problem are not covered by the transformational rules. Two examples are 
shown in Table 6.20. As we have not considered the verb-to-be, our rules are 
unable to change the verb "is" to "does" in the example 1. For the example 
2，since we only consider the bigram labels for the noun-verb pair in the 
sentence, our rules are unable to correct the agreement for the verb "arrive" 
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not immediately following the noun "flight". 
Chinese-to-English translation 
Input: “列出所有係波士頓機場降落既航機” 
Output: "list all flights lands at boston airport" 
Grammar checking 
Labeling： P_VERB PLUR PLUR S_VERB NORM NORM SING 
Transforming: P . V E R B PLUR PLUR I_VERB NORM NORM SING 
Generating: "list all flights landing at boston airport" 
Table 6.19: Table showing the procedures for tackling agreement problem 
between verbs and nouns. The grammar checker begins with tagging the 
words in the English translation output by the set of syntactic labels (see 
Table 6.6). The label of the word "lands" is altered to present participle 
in the transforming process. A grammatically correct output sentence is 
generated based on the transformed syntactic labels. The modified label is 
underlined. 
Example 1: what is m � _ a mean 
Example 2: which nonstop flight from las vegas amve in new york 
Table 6.20: Table showing two examples with number agreement problem 
between verbs and nouns that are not covered by the transformational rules. 
The verbs with syntactic errors are underlined. 
hi. Selection of Appropriate Articles 
We use the article "a" or "an" based on the pronunciation of the first 
letter in the word followed, "a" is used before a word starting with a conso-
nant sound, "an" is used before a word beginning with a vowel sound. For 
example, "an airport", “a round trip ticket". We discovered 58 sentences in 
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the English translation outputs from the ATls training set with the article 
selection problem. 
Wrong: i want a afternoon flight to burbank 
Correct: i want an afternoon flight to burbank 
After tagging with syntactic labels 
Wrong: NON-v NON-V [A VOWEL] NON-V NON-V NON-V 
Correct： N O N -v NON-V 紐 VOWEL NON-V NON-V NON-V 
Table 6.21: Table showing the grammatically correct and wrong sentences 
and also their corresponding syntactic labels after tagging. The grammati-
cally wrong sentence has the article selection problem. The considered labels 
for the transformational rule are contained in the square bracket. The dif-
ference of the syntactic labels between the correct and wrong sentences are 
underlined. The underlined label in the correct sentence will become the 
target label of the transformational rule based on the label of the article and 
the followed unigram label (i.e. A VOWEL) in the wrong sentence. Hence, 
the transformational rule A � V0WEL(i+i) A N � is acquired. 
Based on the difference of the syntactic labels between the correct and 
wrong sentences, we can handcraft the rule based on the label of the article 
and the followed unigram label. Table 6.21 shows that the only distinct label 
between the correct and wrong sentences is the label of the article "a" • The 
corresponding label AN in the correct sentence will become the target label 
of the transformational rule based on the label of the article and the followed 
unigram label (i.e. A VOWEL). Hence, a transformational rule is acquired (i.e. 
A(i) V0WEL(i+i) AN�）• This rule will be applied to transform the syntactic 
labels from the wrong sentence. After applying this new transformational 
rule, there is no difference of the syntactic labels between the correct and 
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wrong sentences. Following these handcrafting procedures, we have manually 
designed two transformational rules as shown in Table 6.22 to tackle the 
article selection problem. 
Article selection 
A � VOWEL(I+I) - > A N � 
A N � N O N - V _ A � 
Table 6.22: Transformational rules used for tackling the article selection 
problem. The value in the bracket is the corresponding position of that label 
in the sentence. 
Input: i want a afternoon flight to burbank 
Labels： NON-V NON-V [A � VOWEL(4)] NON-V NON-V NON-V 
O u t p u t： N O N - V NON-V AN(3) V O W E L NON-V NON-V NON-V 
Table 6.23: Table showing the procedure for handling the article selection 
problem. The rule A � V0WEL(4) AN(3) is applied to change the label of 
the article "a" to AN. The labels in the square bracket are matched with the 
transformational rule. The modified label is underlined. 
Table 6.23 shows the procedure in handling the problem due to wrong 
article selection. Only the labels A, AN, V O W E L and NON-V are considered in 
this procedure. As the labels of the bigram "a afternoon" are matched with 
the rule (A(3) VOWEL(4) AN(3)), the target label of this rule represents the 
label of the article. Therefore, the article "a" is changed to "an". An example 
with the whole grammar checking procedures is shown in Table 6.24. After 
performing this grammar correction based on the ATlS training set, all the 
English translation outputs with the article selection problem are corrected. 
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Output: “i want a afternoon flight to burbank" 
Grammar checking 
Labeling： NON-V NON-V A V O W E L NON-V NON-V NON-V 
Transforming: NON-V NON-V AN VOWEL NON-V NON-V NON-V 
Generating: “i want an afternoon flight to burbank" 
Table 6.24: Table showing the procedures for tackling selection problem of 
articles. The grammar checker begins with tagging the words in the English 
translation output by the four types of syntactic labels A, AN, VOWEL and 
NON-V. The label of the article "a" is altered to AN in the transforming 
process. A grammatically correct output sentence is generated based on the 
transformed syntactic labels. The modified label is underlined. 
In this section, we have introduced the use of syntactic labels as well as 
the transformational rules to correct the syntactic errors in the Chinese-to-
English translation outputs. The grammar checker is designed to cover the 
three types of grammatical features: (1) agreement within a noun phrase, (2) 
agreement between verbs and nouns and (3) selection of appropriate articles. 
6.3 Evaluation 
In this section, we report our evaluation for the translation performance based 
on the ATIS-3 1993 and 1994 test sets with the parallel translated Chinese 
test sets mentioned in Section 2.3.1. The translation results are evaluated 
by means of the B L E U score introduced in Section 5.1.5. 
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6.3.1 Bleu Score Performance 
We attempt to compare the B L E U score performance between the baseline 
and the enhanced approach for our translation system. The enhanced ap-
proach for translation involves two enhancements over the baseline approach. 
The enhanced approach adopts the enhanced alignment scoring scheme de-
scribed in Section 6.1.1 to filter example templates that miss key concepts, 
and makes use of the grammar checker introduced in Section 6.2 to cor-
rect the syntactic errors in the Chinese-to-English translation. The baseline 
approach applies the baseline alignment scoring scheme without using the 
grammar checker. 
Our system can generate multiple translation outputs (m-best candidates) 
depending on the number of example templates matched with the input 
concept sequences. We select the translation output that achieves the best 
enhanced alignment score (see Equation 6.1) in our evaluation. Generally, 
multiple reference translations are used in order to allow for the differences 
in word choices and word orders during synthesis. However, we only have one 
reference translation (reference) for each input utterance in ATIS-3 1993 and 
1994 test sets. Hence, the input sentence from the English-to-Chinese trans-
lation becomes the reference sentence for the Chinese-to-English translation. 
Similarly, the input sentence from the Chinese-to-English translation is used 
as the reference sentence for the English-to-Chinese translation. Examples 
of the candidate and reference sentences are shown in Table 6.25. 
Table 6.26 shows that the enhanced translation outputs outperform the 
baseline translation outputs both in English-to-Chinese and Chinese-to-English 
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English-to-Chinese translation 
Input: "on april first i need a flight going from phoenix to san diego" 
Candidate: “ 係 四 月 一 號 我 想 一 架 由 費 尼 克 斯 飛 去 聖 地 牙 哥 
既航機” 
Reference: “ 我 想 要 一 班 係 四 月 一 號 由 費 尼 克 斯 . 飛 去 聖 地 牙 哥 
既航機” 
Chinese-to-English translation 
Input : “我想要一班係四月一號由費尼克斯飛去聖地牙哥既航機” 
Candidate: "i want a flight on april first from phoenix to san diego，, 
Reference: "on april first i need a flight going from phoenix to san diego” 
Table 6.25: Examples of the candidate and reference sentences for English-
to-Chinese and Chinese-to-English translations. 
translations. It is because the translation outputs generated by the enhanced 
approach acquires better performance both in completeness of meaning and 
fluency. Two examples for the translation outputs using the baseline ap-
proach and the enhanced approach are shown in Table 6.27. 
Bleu score English-to-Chinese Chinese-to-English 
1 - b e s t 1 9 9 3 Test 1994 Test 1993 Test 1994 Test 
Baseline 0 . 2 1 9 8 0 . 2 7 1 1 0.2744 0.2980 
Enhanced 0 . 2 4 4 8 0 . 2 8 8 5 0.2872 0.3491 
Table 6.26: Comparison with the B L E U scores for the translation outputs 
generated using baseline and enhanced approaches in our system. 
For the example of the English-to-Chinese translation in Table 6.27, the 
candidate sentence generated by the enhanced approach can acquire complete 
meaning. On the contrary, the candidate sentence generated by the baseline 
approach is translated incompletely. For example, the meaning of the word 
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English-to-Chinese translation 
Input: "i'd like to travel from kansas city to chicago next Wednesday" 
Baseline: “ 我 想 一 班 星 期 三 由 堪 薩 斯 城 去 芝 加 哥 航 機 ” 
Enhanced: “ 我 想 下 個 星 期 三 由 堪 薩 斯 城 去 芝 加 哥 ” 
Reference: “ 我 下 個 星 期 三 想 由 堪 薩 斯 城 去 芝 加 哥 ” 
Chinese-to-English translation 
Input: “邊班係由密耳瓦基飛去長堤最短程既航機” 
Baseline: "which the shortest flights from milwaukee to long beach” 
Enhanced : "which is the shortest flight from milwaukee to long beach” 
Reference : "what is the shortest flight from milwaukee to long beach" 
Table 6.27: Examples of the translation outputs generated using baseline ap-
proach and enhanced approach for both the English-to-Chinese and Chinese-
to-English translations. 
"next" ( “下個” ) i s missed. Also, the terms “一 班，，and “航機” are added 
incorrectly. For the example of the Chinese-to-English translation in Table 
6.27, the number agreement of the noun "flight" is incorrect in the baseline 
translation. We discovered that this problem is not found in the enhanced 
translation. Since the enhanced translation has applied the grammar checker 
to correct the syntactic errors of the translation output, the noun “flight，， 
is changed to plural automatically (i.e."flights"). Therefore, the enhanced 
translation acquires higher B L E U scores than that of the baseline translation. 
Table 6.26 also shows that the performance of the Chinese-to-English 
translation is better than that of the English-to-Chinese translation. It is 
because there are many combinations of words in Cantonese Chinese to rep-
resent the same meaning as a single word or phrase in English. Such as the 
following examples. The chance to exactly match with those Chinese words or 
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phrases will become less. Hence, the B L E U scores for the English-to-Chinese 
translation are degraded. 
tell me 講 我 聽 | 話 我 知 | 話 俾 我 聽 | 講 俾 我 知 • •. 
which 邊 間 I 也 野 I 邊 班 I 邊 架 I 有 邊 個 I 有 邊 間 … 
On the other hand, we discovered that the Chinese-to-English translations 
generated using the enhanced approach for the 1994 test set performs much 
better than the baseline translations. It is because many grammatical errors 
are found in the baseline translations for the 1994 test set, such as the two 
examples in Table 6.28. Since the enhanced approach applies the grammar 
checker to correct those syntactic errors, the B L E U scores for the enhanced 
translations are higher than that of the baseline translations. 
Example 1 
Input: “請握一班由拉斯維加斯飛去密西根既航機” 
Baseline: "i'd like a flights from las vegas to michigan” 
Enhanced: "i want a flight from las vegas to michigan，， 
Reference: “please find a flight from las vegas to michigan，， 
Example 2 
Input: “邊班係由密耳瓦基飛去長堤最短程既航機” 
Baseline: "which the shortest flights from milwaukee to long beach” 
Enhanced: "which is the shortest flight from milwaukee to long beach" 
Reference: "what is the shortest flight from milwaukee to long beach” 
Table 6.28: Examples of the Chinese-to-English translation generated using 
baseline approach and enhanced approach in the ATIS 1994 test set. 
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6.3.2 Modified Bleu Score 
In this section, we try to develop a methodology to evaluate a translation sys-
tem with only one reference translation. Recall that our system can generate 
multiple (m-best) translation outputs depending on the numbers of example 
templates matched with the input concept sequences. We incorporate multi-
ple translation outputs into the evaluation because it allows for different word 
choices. We believe that the more candidate translations for each utterance, 
the higher the opportunity to have a match with the reference translation. 
This idea is similar to the configuration in B L E U score evaluation with mul-
tiple reference translations. In order to deal with the situation for multiple 
candidate translations with only one reference sentence, we attempt to mod-
ify the framework of the B L E U score evaluation. Our goal is to investigate 
the optimal number of the candidate translation outputs (ON) that leads to 
the convergence of the score. 
The evaluation process involves the computation of modified n-gram re-
call score {Rn) and the sentence length penalty {LP). Rn is the number 
of matching n-grams between each reference translation and the candidate 
translations, divided by the number of n-grams from the reference translation 
provided that a reference phrase cannot be used again for another matching 
after the corresponding candidate phrase is identified. 
R no. of matching n-grams 2) 
Rk — no. of n-grams from the reference translation 
Table 6.29 shows an example for three candidate translations with one 
reference translation. If we consider unigram recall, there are 9 words in 
the reference sentence and all of them are matched in the three candidate 
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sentences. Hence, the unigram recall is 9/9 (=1). Also, if we consider bigram 
recall, there are 8 bigrams in the reference sentence of which only "find flight" 
is not matched in any of the three candidate sentences. Hence, the bigram 
recall is 7/8. 
Candidate 1: "what flight on Wednesday from saint louis to houston" 
Candidate 2: “i，d like to have the flight from saint louis to houston" 
Candidate 3: "find the flight from saint louis to houston on Wednesday" 
Reference: “find flight from saint louis to houston on Wednesday" 
Table 6.29: An example for the three-best translation outputs with one ref-
erence sentence. 
If we compare two candidate translations with the same reference transla-
tion, the longer candidate translation will have a larger chance to match with 
the reference translation, and hence it may have a higher value in n-gram 
recall. As such n-gram recall tends to favor longer candidate translation. 
However, the n-gram recall fails to penalize long candidate translations. Ta-
ble 6.30 shows an example to explain this problem. This example shows 
that the second candidate translation with longer sentence length than the 
reference translation can achieve the unigram recall of 11/12 and the bigram 
recall of 9/11. However, the first candidate translation with shorter sentence 
length than the reference translation can only achieve the unigram recall of 
9/12 and the bigram recall of 7/11. Thus, the n-gram recall tends to un-
fairly favor candidate translations with longer length than their reference 
translations. 
Recall that m-best candidate translations are used in this evaluation. If 
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Candidate 1: "list all morning flights from kansas city to saint paul" 
Candidate 2: "please show me all the flights from kansas city to saint 
paul on Saturday" 
Reference: "show me all the morning flights from kansas city to 
saint paul" 
Table 6.30: An example to illustrate the problem of long candidate transla-
tion in the computation of modified n-gram recall. 
we make use of m candidate translations for evaluation, it may have a higher 
chance to match with the reference translation than the use of m-1 candidate 
translations. Hence, larger number of candidate translations may have more 
matching n-grams, and it may achieve a higher value of n-gram recall. As 
such n-gram recall tends to favor larger number of candidate translations. 
Table 6.29 shows that the use of top three candidate translations can achieve 
the unigram recall of 9/9 and the bigram recall of 7/8. However, the top 
two candidate translations can only achieve the unigram recall of 8/9 and 
the bigram recall of 6/8. Hence, we found that the n-gram recall will grow 
as the number of candidate translations increases. 
The length penalty (LP) is therefore introduced to penalize candidate 
translations longer than the reference translations and also to penalize when 
the number of candidate translations increases. We formulate the equation 
of LP as follows: 
if 
LP 二（ m+l) ( . J 
e 冗问 cj if Lj 二iCj�mr 
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m : The m-best candidate translations 
j : The 产 candidate translation 
Cj : The length of the 产 candidate translation 
r : The length of the reference translation 
mr I 
LP is defined based on the following two factors. The first factor 
is used to penalize candidate translations longer than the reference transla-
tions. Since we consider the length based on all the m-best candidate trans-
lations rather than the individual candidate sentence, we would compute the 
penalty by using the summation of the m-best candidate translations' length 
(i.e. and the m times reference translation's length (i.e. mr). This 
factor will have a higher penalty on long candidate translations than short 
candidate translations. The second factor is formulated as to penal-
ize larger number of candidate translations. There will be no penalty on 
one candidate translation because this factor is equal to e_i+i (=1). This 
factor will penalize more seriously as the number of candidate translations 
increases. For the computation of length penalty, the lower the LP value, 
the higher is the penalty. 
If the sum of the m-best candidate translations' length is less than or 
equal to the m times reference translation's length (i.e. 9 ^ 肌厂),the 
LP is computed based on the number of candidate translations (i.e. e—爪十丄). 
For instance, the top three candidate translations have lengths of 7, 9 and 8 
words and the reference translation has length of 9 words. If we consider the 
three-best candidate translations, the LP is e(—3+i) (=0.135). If we consider 
the two-best candidate translations, the LP is e(—2+1) (=0.368). Hence, the 
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penalty on m candidate translations is more than that of m-1 candidate 
translations. 
If the sum of the m-best candidate translations' length is more than the 
m times reference translation's length (i.e. J^jLi Cj > rnr), the LP is com- , 
• 1 
puted based on both factors (i.e. e 添 x e—饥+i). For example, if 
we consider the three-best candidate translations with lengths 10，11 and 
13 words and the reference translation has length of 9 words, the LP is 
(=0.110) • If we consider another three-best candidate 
translations with shorter lengths of 10, 10 and 9 words and the reference 
translation also has length of 9 words, the LP is (^o.l26). 
Hence, the penalty on long candidate translations is more than that of short 
candidate translations if the numbers of candidate translations in both cases 
are equal. 
As mentioned previously, the n-gram recall favors long candidate transla-
tions and length penalty can adjust for it. Traditionally, both precision and 
recall are used to overcome such length-related problems. However, precision 
- is not a good measure for m-best candidate translations in the modified B L E U 
score evaluation. Table 6.31 shows an example to explain this problem. This 
example shows that all the words in the two-best candidate translations are 
matched with the words in the reference translation, and hence it achieves 
a high precision value. However, both candidate translations are not good 
translations. Thus, precision is not used in the modified B L E U score evalua-
tion. 
In order to perform this evaluation on the entire test corpus, the n-gram 
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Candidate 1: "list flights from dallas” 
Candidate 2: “list flights，， 
Reference: "list the dinner flights from dallas to baltimore today，， 
Table 6.31: An example to illustrate the problem of the use of precision for 
multiple candidate translations. 
recall (R'J is formulated as Equation 6.4 to handle all the utterances in the 
test corpus. 
= E f M a 崎 ) (6.4) 
U ： Total number of utterances in the test corpus 
i ： The fth utterance in the test corpus 
Refn{i) ： Number of n-grams from the reference translation for the 
一 utterance in the test corpus 
Matchn{i) ： Number of matching n-grams between the reference translation 
and the candidate sentences for the utterance in the test 
corpus 
By considering the entire test corpus, the length penalty [LP,�is formu-
lated as Equation 6.5. 
, if E ^ i c” < i : f=i 爪m 
LP' 二 { 爪i r 
e ‘ 1 ” II 2^j=i Cij > 爪iTi 
(6.5) 
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U : Total number of utterances in the test corpus 
rrii : The m-best candidate translations for the utterance in the test corpus 
i : The fth utterance in the test corpus 
j ： The jth candidate translation for the utterance in the test corpus 
d j : The length of the 产 candidate translation for the utterance 
in the test corpus 
n ： The length of the reference translation for the utterance 
in the test corpus 
Recall that the number of candidate translations generated for each input 
utterance depends on the number of matching example templates matched 
with reference to the input concept sequences. Hence, the number of can-
didate translations for different input utterances may not be the same. As 
shown in Equation 6.5, rrii is the m-best candidate translations for the 
utterance in the test corpus. The number of candidate translations should 
be no more than m. Hence, rrii should be equal to m or less than m. 
The modified B L E U score ( M B L E U ) for the entire test corpus is formulated 
as follows: 
N 
MBLEU = LP' x WN log R'J (6 .6) 
n=l 
where N is the length of the n-grams and Wn is uniform weight 1/N. If 
we consider up to the length of 4-grams, we use TV 二 4 and Wn = 1/4. 
We have conducted an experiment to compute the M B L E U scores for m-
best translation outputs (m is considered from 1 to 15). Figure 6.3 shows 
that the curves of the four sets of M B L E U scores also converge when the 
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number of candidate translations is equal to eight. We concluded that eight 
candidate translations (i.e. ON = 8) are the optimal number of this modified 
BLEU score evaluation for the AXIS domain. 
0 s I . I I 1 I I I ~I 1 1~—I 1 1 1—“I 1 
… — C h i - t o - E n g (93) 
— C h i - t o - E n g (94) 
— ^ Eng-to-Chi (93) 
^ ^ Eng-to-Chi (94) 
0.4 -
0.3 A 
舊 4 - _ -
A _ _ A A A A A A A 
0 1 ‘ ‘ 1 1 1 ‘ ^ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘— 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
m-best candidates 
Figure 6.3: Graph plotting the curves of the M B L E U scores with respect 
to the m-hest candidate translations for each input sentence. The m-best 
translation outputs are obtained from Chinese-to-English and English-to-
Chinese translations in ATIS-3 test sets (m is considered from 1 to 15). 
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6.4 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have introduced two enhancements on the task of machine 
translation. We adopted an example-based translation approach where ex-
ample templates are obtained from concept alignments between English and 
Chinese semantic parse trees. We have developed an enhanced alignment 
scoring scheme to avoid selecting example templates that are missing impor-
tant concepts. Moreover, we have designed a grammar checker to correct 
the syntactic errors found in the Chinese-to-English translations. By incor-
porating the enhanced alignment scoring scheme and the grammar checker 
into our system, this enhanced translation performs better than the baseline 
translation — about 8.9% of improvements in English-to-Chinese and about 
10.9% of improvements in Chinese-to-English based on the B L E U score. We 
also found that it is feasible to evaluate our translation system by consider-
ing m-best candidate translations with one reference translation based on the 
framework of the B L E U score evaluation. We have modified the B L E U score 
as M B L E U score (see Equation 6.6) to investigate the optimal number of the 
translation outputs (ON) that leads to the convergence of the score. We 
concluded that eight candidate translations (i.e. ON = 8) are the optimal 





In this thesis, we have extended the framework of the semi-automatic gram-
mar induction algorithm previously proposed in [47] for natural language 
understanding. The agglomerative clustering algorithm includes spatial clus-
tering and temporal clustering. Spatial clustering aims to capture semantic 
categories by minimizing divergence. Temporal clustering intends to extract 
key phrases by maximizing mutual information. The spatial clustering and 
temporal clustering perform alternately. The induced grammar is then post-
processed by hand-editing to form our semi-automatic grammar. 
We have explored a stopping criterion to automatically terminate itera-
tive grammar induction for grammar output. We have defined the stopping 
criterion to be where relative increment in grammar coverage scants 1%. 
The grammar coverage is measured in terms of the vocabulary coverage in 
the training corpus. 
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We have investigated the use of Information Gain (IG) in place of Mutual 
Information {MI) for temporal clustering in the grammar induction based on 
an unannotated training corpus. Experiments based on the ATIS-3 training 
corpus indicated that the use of IG led to better precision and recall of desired 
semantic categories at earlier stages in the grammar induction process when 
compared to ML We measured improvements in precision / recall values at 
every tenth iteration, and investigation showed that improvements for IG 
over MI was statistically significant. The induced grammars GMI and GIG 
were obtained by using MI and IG respectively in our clustering algorithm 
with automatic termination. Comparison between GIG and GMI showed that 
GIG had better precision and recall as well as better NLU performance for 
the two disjoint ATis test sets (1993 and 1994 test sets). 
We discovered that the quality of the induced grammar from our gram-
mar induction will be directly affected by the occurrences of sparse data in 
the training corpus. We have explored two distance measures to alleviate the 
sparse data problem on the calculation of Kullback-Liebler (KL) distance for 
spatial clustering. These two measures are Manhattan-norm (MTV) distance 
and Gini Index {GI). Experimental results showed that the induction process 
using MN, or the induction process using GI also maintained higher recall 
and higher precision as well as terminated in earlier iterations than the in-
duction process using KL. Evaluations on ATlS test sets illustrated that both 
the induced grammar GMN and GQI attained better NLU performance when 
compared to the induced grammar GKL- The results prompted us to improve 
the grammar induction algorithm by using less computation or iterations to 
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acquire better performance in natural language understanding. 
We have proceeded to develop an enhanced configuration that leverages 
knowledge from the SQL expressions in the ATIS-3 corpora. Since SQL 
expressions specify the action of database access in relation to the queries, 
they contain meaningful linguistic structures that should be captured in the 
grammar. Our enhanced configuration referenced such knowledge to drive 
the decision between spatial and temporal clustering for each iteration, as 
well as the number of clusters formed for every iteration in terms of precision, 
recall and F-measure. Evaluations showed that the enhanced configuration 
led to earlier termination with improved performance in natural language 
understanding. 
In order to evaluate the induced grammars obtained from our grammar 
induction algorithm, we have developed the example-based bidirectional ma-
chine translation system proposed in [48]. The system performs translation 
between English and Cantonese Chinese. Cantonese Chinese is a predomi-
nant Chinese dialect mainly spoken in Hong Kong, Macau and South China. 
To obtain parallel training and test sets for ATis domain, we have translated 
the utterance from the English corpus into Chinese. 
We adopted the example-based approach in order to maintain the or-
der of the concepts for the translation output. The example templates are 
obtained from the parallel English ATIS and translated Chinese ATIS cor-
pora. We have presented an enhanced alignment scheme to avoid selecting 
example templates that are missing important concepts. As we discovered 
the occurrences of syntactic errors in the English translations, we have de-
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signed a grammar checker to cover the following three types of grammatical 
features: (1) agreement within a noun expression, (2) agreement between 
verbs and nouns and (3) selection of appropriate articles. The enhanced ap-
proach towards machine translation adopted the enhanced alignment scheme 
and made use of the grammar checker to correct the syntactic errors in the 
Chinese-to-English translation. The baseline approach applied the baseline 
alignment scheme without using the grammar checker. Experimental results 
showed that the translations based on enhanced approach performed better 
than that of using the baseline approach - about 8.9% of improvements in 
English-to-Chinese and about 10.9% of improvements in Chinese-to-English 
based on the B L E U score evaluation. We also found that it is feasible to 
evaluate our translation system by considering m-best candidate translations 
with one reference translation based on the framework of the B L E U score 
evaluation. We have modified the B L E U score to investigate the optimal 
number of the translation outputs {ON) that leads to the convergence of the 
score. We concluded that eight candidate translations (i.e. ON = 8) are the 
optimal number of this modified B L E U score evaluation for the ATIS domain. 
7.2 Contributions 
In this work, we have presented our improvements on the frameworks of the 
semi-automatic grammar induction and the bidirectional machine transla-
tion. The following contributions were made in this thesis: 
1. Our data-driven approach is capable of learning semantic and phrasal 
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categories automatically from an unannotated corpus. This reduces the 
extensive handcrafting and heuristics design in defining the grammar. 
Also, the grammar induction can be seeded with pre-specified semantic 
categories to not only speed up the learning process, but also lower the 
demand on the amount of training data. 
2. Investigation of novel approaches to grammar induction that improves 
the quality of the semi-automatic grammar as well as saves the com-
putation in the induction process. This in turn can reduce the demand 
for manual effort involved for the development of domain-specific nat-
ural/spoken language understanding systems. We have also explored 
methods to alleviate the influence of sparse data on our statistical ap-
proach. 
3. Introduction of a stopping criterion to automatically terminate the 
grammar induction algorithm that facilitates the process of grammar 
evaluation. As the stopping criterion was based on grammar cover-
age of the training corpus, the termination point can be found without 
using annotated corpus. This method is desirable because evaluation 
based on human judgment is too labor intensive and time-consuming. 
4. Development of a bidirectional machine translation system that demon-
strates the potential use of our semi-automatic grammars. We have 
investigated an enhanced alignment scheme that filters example tem-
plates with missing important concepts. We have shown that our gram-
mar checker is capable of correcting syntactic errors in the English 
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translation outputs. These enhancements can improve the quality of 
translation outputs with complete meaning and fluent expressions. 
7.3 Future work 
1. Our investigation of various distance measures has shown that the 
sparse data problem is alleviated in the ATIS domain. However, this 
problem is especially serious when statistical approach is applied for 
the training corpus in large vocabulary size. Hence we would like to 
test our semi-automatic grammar induction approach to handle larger 
and more complicated tasks. 
2. We would like to apply our machine translation system to language 
pairs with radically different structures. As our system only considered 
the language pair of Chinese and English, we want to further our studies 
to explore the influence of the structure difference on the performance 
of our system. Hence, we can evaluate our example-based approach 
towards the ease of language portability. 
3. Our initial work on grammar checker has shown that our approach is 
capable of correcting syntactic errors in the English translation outputs 
in the task of ATis . We want to extend the coverage of grammatical 
features for grammar correction so that our approach is scalable to a 
larger domain, which involves more different syntactic structures. 
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Original SQL Queries 
select distinct ''''\\v0.flighUd\[''\ ''''\\v0.airline.code\[''\ ''''\\vl.airpoH.code\\'''\ 
，，，，I 卜忍.city—code 11，，，，,，，，，| 卜忍.city.name 11，，，，，，，，，| 卜复 airport—code 11 ,，，，, 
，”，iiuf city-code11，，”,，，，，11.city.namedays.code11，,，，, 
""11 day-name II"", vO.year, vG.month.numher, v6. day-number from 
flight vO, airport—service vl, city v2, airportservice v3, city v4, days v5, date一day v6 
where (( v0.airUne_code = 'UA') 
and ((( ”0.from—airport = any vl.airporLcode ) 
and (( vl.city-code = any v2.city.code ) 
and ( v2.city-name = 'DENVER'))) 
and ((( vO.to-airport = any v3.airporLcode ) 
and (( v3.city一code = any v4.city—code ) 
and ( v4.city..name 二 ‘BALTIMORE,))) 
and (( ”0.flight一days = any days—code ) 
and (( V5. day—name — any v6. day-name ) 
and ((( vd.year 二 1993 ) 
and ( ”6.month一number = 6 )) 
and ( day-number 二 14 ))))))) 
Figure A.l : SQL query for maximum reference answer. 
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select distinct flight.flight-id from flight where 
(flight, airline-code = "UA" and 
(flight.from一airport in 
(select airportservice. airport-code from airportservice where 
airport service, city 一 code in 
(select city. city-Code from city where 
city, city—name = "DENVER” 
) 
) and 
(flight, to-airport in 
(select airports ervice. airport 一 code from 
airport 一 service where airports ervice. city-Code in 
(select city, city_code from city where 
city, city-name = “BALTIMORE” 
) 
) and flight.flight一days in 
(select days, days-code from days where days.day—name in 
(select date一day. day-name from date—day where 
date-day. year = 1993 and date—day .month—number = 6 and 










AIRPORT-NAME e w r | m c o | love field | general mitchell . . • 
AIRLINE-NAME american airlines | united airlines | midwest express . . . 
STATE一NAME florida I ohio I north Carolina .. • 
CITY-NAME — s a i n t paul | milwaukee | memphis | toronto | Cleveland . . • 
CLASSJSTAME business class | first class | economy | coach .. • 
DAY-NAME monday | tuesday | Wednesday | thursday .. • 
PERIOD —)• afternoon | breakfast time | morning | night | noon . . . 
MEAL—DESCRIPTION dinner I lunch | breakfast | snack | supper . . . 
ONE一WAY one way 
ROUND-TRIP round trip 
TO to I arrive | arrives . • • 
MONTH —> January | february | march | april . • • 
DAY first I second | third | fourth •.. 
NUMBER oh I zero I one | two | three | four . • • 
STATE-CODE d C 
FROM from | depart | leave •.. 
TICKET — a i r f a r e | ticket | fares 
Figure B.l: Examples of 17 seed categories. 
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Appendix C 
3 Alignment Categories 
Category 1 (Non-terminal) 
CITY-STATE-NAME, ORIGIN, DESTINATION, STOPOVER, 
ORIGIN-STOPOVER-DESTINATION, VALUE, DATE-VALUE, DATE, 
TIME-VALUE, TIME, FLIGHT-NUMBER, ARRIVAL一DATE, ARRIVAL—TIME, 
DEPARTURE_DATE, DEPARTURE一TIME, RETURN—DATE, RETURN—TIME, 
ARRIVAL—DATE一TIME, DEPARTURE—DATE—TIME, RETURN_DATE一TIME, 
FLIGHT-TYPE, ORIGIN-DESTINATION 
Category 2 (Key Pre-terminal) 
AIRPORT-NAME, AIRLINE-NAME, STATE_NAME, CITY_NAME, 
CLASS_NAME, MANUFACTURER, CONNECTIONS, MEAL_DESCRIPTION, 
ROUND—TRIP, ONE一WAY, STOPS, TRANSPORT_TYPE, FLIGHT—DAYS, 
CODE-NAME, MONTH, AIRCRAFT一CODE, STATE_CODE, COST, 
DAY一NAME, DAY, DIGIT, ALL, FROM, TO, RETURN, PERIOD, 
PERIOD-UNIT, VALUE-UNIT, TIME—UNIT 
Category 3 (Non-Key Pre-terminal) 
AD J, SUPERLATIVE, VIA, FARE, TIME, TICKET, FLIGHT, 
FLIGHT_NUM, AIRCRAFT, TRANSPORT, MONEY, MEAL, AIRLINE, 
AIRPORT, CITY, CLASS, CODE, ABBREVIATION, SCHEDULE, 
CAPCITY, RESTRICT, COMPARISON, DIFFERENCE, DISTANCE, 
CONNECTION-TIME, DOWNTOWN, BOOK, KIND, MEAN, SERVE, AND, 
BETWEEN, EITHER, OR, HOW, PRE, DUMMY, QUERY 
Table C.l: The 3 categories for the Alignment Scheme in Machine Translation 
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Appendix D 
Labels of Syntactic Structures 
in Grammar Checker 
Labels for category of indicative words 
SING a I an I 
PLUR all I any | 
SUPER cheapest 丨 lowest | least 丨 closest | most | highest | smallest | 
earliest | minimum | maximum | last | latest | first | shortest | 
Table D.l: Labels for words with indicative meaning in agreement used in 
grammar checker. 
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Table D.2: Table showing the labels for nouns (SING or PLUR) used in gram-
mar checker. 
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Labels for category of verbs 
S-VERB P_VERB I_VERB 
departs depart departing 
leaves leave leaving 
starts start starting 
flies fly flying 
lands land landing 
arrives arrive arriving 
stops stop stopping 
returns return returning 
books book booking 
serves serve serving 
lists list listing 
shows show showing 
displays display displaying 
tells tell telling 
gives give giving 
finds find finding 
Table D.3: Table showing the labels for verbs (S_VERB, P - V E R B and 
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